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INTRODUCTION 

The Office of the Area Auditor General/East Asia has conducted
 
a review of USAID/Korea activities to evaluate their present
 
status in conjunction with the consummation of the Mission
 
projected for September 30, 1980. Our audit included a review
 
of all active projects and a limited review of projects terminated
 

since our last audit (Audit Report No. 76-35 dated September 30,
 

1976). In addition, a review was performed of Mission close

out plans and procedures. Our audit included a review of project
 

files, visits to project sites and interviews with project per

sonnel both at USAID/Korea and various of.ces of the Republic
 
of Korea (ROK).
 

Our audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted
 
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such other
 

auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum
stances.
 

BACKGROUND
 

Effective September 30, 1980 the USAID Mission to Korea will be
 

terminated. The termination of the U.S. economic assistance
 
program to Korea comes after 35 years of cooperation between
 

the two governments in which approximately $8.0 billion has
 
been programed to upgrade the Korean economy. (See Exhibit A
 
for a financial recap of the assistance program).
 

The Republic of Korea has seen vast improvements in its economy
 
during the period of the U.S. assistance program. USAID/Korea
 

can take credit for having participated in a very successful
 

economic program. As a result of that success the Agency has
 

decided that a formalized USAID Mission in Korea is no longer
 
needed.
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he termination of a USAID economic mission invclves careful
 
consideration of active project activities to ensure their
 
proper resolution; development of linkage between programs
 
which will be on-going after the termination of the Mission
 
through other intermediaries and assurance that all Mission
 
properties are liquidated in conformance with Agency policies
 
and regulations.
 

The staff of USAID/Korea at the time of our audit was comprised
 
of three U.S. direct hire (AID Representative, Program Officer
 
and Controller) who were assisted by ten foreign national (FN)
 
employees. All of these employees will have departed the Mission
 
by the termination date with the exception of the AID Represent
ative (departure projected 30 to 60 days after termination date)
 
and two FN employees.
 

CONCLUSION
 

As a result of our audit, we have concluded that Mission activities
 
which include the management and monitorship of several active
 
loan projects; liaison with private voluntary organizations;
 
implementation of a PL 480 Title I program; backstopping centrally
 
funded research activities; advice and assistance to Korean
 
institutions under the American Schools and Hospitals Abroad
 
(ASHA) program and the preparation of Mission close-out procedures,
 
are performed efficiently and effectively. All of these Mission
 
activities were being performed by the three U.S. direct-hire
 
personnel assisted by a capable staff of Korean local personnel.
 
The limited number of assigned Mission personnel enhances what
 
has been accomplished to date. Our review did indicate areas
 
which we felt warrant attention by USAID/Korea personnel with
 
the assistance of AID/Washington. These areas are addressed in
 
the following sections.
 

STATUS OF MISSION ACTIVITIES
 

Principal Mission activities are confined to four active projects
 
and the preparation of close-out procedures. The four active
 
projects have terminal disbursement dates in September, 1980..
 
AID/Washington has expressed strongly its desire to close-out
 
Mission activities as of September 30, 1980 and has shown no
 
intention to prolpng project activities beyond that date. The
 
curtailment of project activities will affect some planned
 
project activities and also should result in the deobligation
 
of project funds as noted more specifically below.
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Active Projects
 

Agricultural Research Project (No. 489-0705)
 

This $5 million loan funded project has successfully
 
upgraded the agricultural research capabilities of
 
the ROK's Office of Rural Development. The Project's
 
principal elements included financing the exchange
 
of U.S. and Korean professional researchers and the
 
procurement of laboratory equipment. Measurements
 
of project success are reflected in increased Korean
 
crop yields.
 

At the present time there are 14 Korean Doctor of
 
Philosophy (PhD.) candidates and 4 Master Degree
 
candidates in the U.S. At the time the project is
 
terminated 7 PhD. candidates will not have completed
 
their education. This situation is attributed to the
 
candidates' late departure from Korea. Regardless,
 
funding for these candidates will be terminated as
 
of September 30, 1980. ROK officials have advised
 
that the candidates will seek other sources of funding,
 
i.e., fellowships, to complete their education. Our
 
feeling is that the substantial U.S.G. investment to
 
date requires a formal resolution of this problem to
 
ensure that the candidates do complete their education.
 

Recommendation No. 1
 

USAID/Korea in conjunction with the
 
ROK's Office of Rural Development
 
resolve the funding issue in respect
 
to the Doctor of Philosophy degree
 
candidates remaining in the United
 
States after the completion of the
 
project. 

Seoul National UniversiLy (SNU) Project (No. 489-0709)
 

The project was aimed at developing the SNU College
 
of Natural Sciences by upgrading the faculty and
 
graduates. The method of achieving the project's
 
purpose was through the exchange of U.S. and Korean
 
professors. In addition, the project procured
 
laboratory research equipment. All critical perform
ance indicators are being satisfied. Despite vigorous
 
attempts by USAID Korean and SNU personnel to ensure
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effective utilization of project loan funds ($5 million)
 

it appears that there will be a deobligation in excess
 
of $100,000 by the terminal disbursement date. USAID/
 
Korea personnel advised that project loan funds will
 
be deobligated as soon as final project requirements
 
are defined.
 

Health Demonstration Project (No. 489-0710)
 

The purpose of this $5 million loan was to establish the
 
capability within the ROK government to plan, conduct
 
and evaluate low-cost integrated health delivery projects
 
for low-incovle families. As part of the project, the
 
Korean Health Development Institute (KHDI) was created
 
with the goal of successfully demonstrating a low cost
 
health delivery system for replication in other parts
 
of Korea.
 

Currently, the project is more than 85 percent completed
 
based upon its critical path indicator network.
 

Due to a late start in project activities, a deobligation
 
estimated at $500,000 will be made after project terminatioi.
 
Of particular importance at this point in project implement
ation is the construction of a permanent building for the
 
operations of KHDI. Maximum AID investment in the con
struction is $418,000. The construction of the building
 
has yet to be contracted. USAID/Korea has advised KHDI
 
that no AID funds can be utilized for construction
 
expenditures incurred after September 13, 1980. The
 
building will be constructed in phases over a three year
 
period. AID investment is connected with the first phase.
 
The building's late start in construction draws into
 
question the amount of AID investment to be funded by
 
the project's termination date. As a minimum, USAID/
 
Korea should request from KHDI confirmation that despite
 
the cut-off of AID funds other financial resources will
 
be available to complete the building.
 

Recommendation No. 2
 

USAID/Korea request the KHDI to provide
 
evidence that sufficient funds will be
 
made available to complete the building
 
construction in view of the termination
 
of USAID financing as of September 13, 1980.
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Korea Standards Research Institute Proiect (No. 489-0711)
 

Primary objective of the project was to assist in the
 
development of a Korean institute which would be the
 
ultimate source for all national standards. To this
 
end AID provided $5 million in loan financing for
 
technical advisory services from the U.S. Bureau of
 
Standards (NBS); training of institute personnel at
 
NBS and the provision of commodities. The project
 
has met its objectives and will fully expend its AID
 
project funds in compliance with loan documentation
 
by the termination date of the project.
 

Projects Terminated since Prior Audit of USAID Activities
 

Our audit also reviewed four projects which, although
 
terminated since our last audit had significant unaudited
 
expenditures. The four projects reviewed uere:
 

Small/Medium Scale Irrigation Project (No. 489-0706)
 

A project which succeeded in the construction of 56
 
small to medium scale irrigation systems. A post
project evaluation of 11 irrigation systems indicated
 
that the internal rates of return were higher than
 
originally planned.
 

Chong Gye Chun Sewage Treatment Plan Project (No. 489-0657)
 

After an initial delay, construction of the sewage
 
treatment plant and interceptor sewers was completed
 
and both are in operation. Final evaluation concluded
 
that the project has had a positive impact on the
 
environment and the quality of the Han River water.
 

Elementary/Middle School Pilot Program (Proj. No. 489-0696)
 

The objectives of the project have been achieved with
 
the development of a new education system for elementary
 
and middle schools. The construction of a television
 
transmission system by the Ministry of Communication
 
(MOC) had to be abandoned when it proved unfeasible.
 
The lack of a transmission system has not affected
 
AID's investment into the project as the Ministry of
 
Education is now utilizing the existent facilities of
 
the Korean Broadcasting System to transmit its programming.
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Korea Advanced Institute of Science (KAIS) Project
 

No. 489-0689
 

As a result of this project, KAIS has developed into
 

a graduate school of applied science and engineering,
 
producing highly qualified scientific and engineering
 

personnel to meet the needs of Korean economic
 
development.
 

Our audit concludes that the four terminated projects have
 
accomplished their goals and objectives with only minor
 
exceptions. For a financial presentation of the eight
 
projects reviewed (four active and four terminated) see
 
Exhibit B.
 

USAID'S PLANS AND PROCEDURES TO TERMINATE OPERATIONS
 

Our audit also included a review of the Mission's plans and
 
procedures to close-out its operations. USAID/Korea personnel
 
prepared and submitted to AID/Washington a plan for closing
 
out the Mission. This plan, after comments received from AID/
 
Washington, has been updated. We reviewed both the original
 

plan and its amendments and found them to be well-conceived
 
and in compliance with Agency regulations and procedures.
 

There are still several areas in the close-out plan that are
 
awaiting USAID/Korea and AID/Washington action. We feel with
 

the eminent closure of the Mission, action should be taken
 
by the Agency to consummate these areas. Itemized below are
 
the areas we feel are of most concern.
 

Agreement has not been reached between AID and the Department
 
of State on the disposition of AID property. Agency account
ing records show $3 million in USAID/Korea real property.
 

The real property consists of 157 housing units at South
 
Post, Seoul, Korea. In addition, the current Embassy Chancery
 
Building, which was constructed using Agency funds amounting
 
to $1,649,000 is authorized by the ROK government for the
 
use of the U.S. economic Mission to Korea. Both these issues
 
have been addressed along with other AID property but agree
ment has yet to be reached.
 

USAID/Korea should formalize by written documentation the
 
liaison activities for which U.S. Embassy personnel will be
 

responsible for, after the formal close-out of the AID
 
Mission. The responsibilities will be performed by two AID
 



foreign national employees working under the supervision
 

of the U.S. Embassy Economic Counselor and will include:
 

- Logistical support for AID-supported contractors;
 

- Arranging for host country participation in AID
 
funded seminars/workshops;
 

- In-country assistance to AID grantees;
 

- Assisting American Voluntary Agencies with the
 
transfer of situs excess property.
 

To help relieve Agency operating expenses, USAID/Korea
 
should finalize its negotiations which are in process
 
with the ROK on the provision of Trust Funds for FY 1981.
 

The Trust Funds will be used to offset the cost of the
 
two foreign national employees to be retained after the
 
closure of the Mission. Preliminary negotiations have
 
indicated that the ROK will provide 39 million won
 
(approximately U.S. $66,000).
 

Although USAID/Korea anticipates near completion of all
 
Project Evaluations (PES) by September 30, 1980, there will
 

be some post-closure workload requirements to complete
 
these documentations. AM/Washington addressed this by
 

stating "AID/W or other Missions in the region can-carry
 
out residual activities such as project evaluations."
 
USAID/Korea records indicated 16 projects and/or areas'of
 

AID investment which needed evaluation. We believe that,
 

as important an area as evaluation is, the Agency should
 
develop a specific plan of action to accomplish the required
 
evaluations in light of the near closure of the USAID Mission.
 

AID/Washington has yet to decide on the utilization of
 
second generation counterpart funds. These funds are
 

generated from prior AID loans which were designed to produce
 
local currency to be utilized on mutually agreeable projects.
 
The point to be resolved relates to the programming of
 

generated counterpart funds after the closure of the Mission.
 

USAID/Korea has recommended that the programming function
 
be turned over to the ROK. AID/Washington has yet to
 
concur.
 

In summary, USAID/Korea, while having prepared a close-out plan,
 

does have to finalize action on several areas. As USAID/Korea
 



is taking current action to resolve these issues no formal
 
reconmendation is made.
 

Finally, we take note that the USAID/Korea Controller departed
 
post in June 1980. Our audit of the active projects and the
 
Mission close-out plans strongly indicate the need for an
 
individual with an AID financial background to be on-hand
 
on or about the time of the Mission's actual closure to ensure
 
that any deobligations are imediately handled and that all
 
property transactions are completed. While no formal recommend
ation is made we believe it would be prudent that the AID/
 
Washington Office of Financial Management review this area
 
and act accordingly.
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Exhibit A 

Stmmary-.j ennnm Assist.ane ?ToKnea 
PY 1946 Thlguh MA ¢h 31...9 ,_O

.($000) 

Type of Assistnce 	 Obligation Disbursement Pipellne 

A. 	Economic Assstantce 
Loans $ 481,384 $ 478,541 $ 2,843 
Supporting Assistance 
Grancs 2,030,495 2,030,495 -0-

Development Gr, nts 329,208 329,208 -0-

Operational Program
 
Grants 	 1,856 ,168 


Sub-Total 	 $2,842,943 $2,839,412 $ 3,531 

B. 	Food for Peace (PL 480) 

Title I Sales L/C $ 777,580 $ 777,580 $ -O-
Title I Loans 815,177 815,177 -0-
Title 1I 433,782 433,782 -0

Sub-Total 	 E2,026,539 .2,026,539 -0-


C. 	Other
 

Peace Corps $ 21,300 $ 21,300 $ -0-
Export-Import Bank 2,158,400 726,900 1,431,500 
Housing InvestmentGuarantee 	 110,000 110,000 
 -0-
Other 1/ 870,500 870,500 -0

$3,16.0,200 $1,728,700 $1,431,500
 

Grand Total 	 $8,029,682 $6,594,651 $1,435,031
 

Relief programs during the years immediately 
following the Korean War. 
R1 
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USAID/Kite, 
Flmncla, Summary of ProlectsAudited 

An of Match 31, 190 
(000.) 

A C T I V I P ItO J I CT S t 1 A C T I V 9 

SNU Graduace Korea Standards Small.Mldics Scate IlemIidd 

Project ASgtL-3.eearch Frog. of Basic Sc. Wealth Demons. Research Ir-st. Irrigatiom scool 
Proij. Nber 
Loan NMier 

489-0705 
4-T-088 

499-0709 
489-V-091 

4*9-0710 
49-U-092 

439-0711 
499-V-093 

489-0706 
469-To090 

439-0696 
£31-u--06 

A mounc of Loan $ S.000 S.000 $ S$.000 9 25.700 234 

AS. Amount COMItted S 5,000 $ 5.000 $ 2 573 $ 4,999 S 25.700 5 2.354 

TrakLninS 10 377 376 
cntract Services 3,325 288 15 470 sii 

Commodities 1,665 1,200 61 3,926 1.751 
U.S. Visiting Prof. 1.496 
Korean Viaiting Prof. 
Research Support 

1.200 
616 

Local Currency Costs 2.120 25.700 
CoordLnation & Recruitment 227 

C 
D obligatton 

Balance VacowmLtted (A-3) 
_ :_. 

-0- -0-
2$__ 

$ 2127 $ 1 -00 *0 
P.+ Disbursement . $ 3.939 S $ 4.695 4.359 $ 25.700 

,. Commitment Undisbursed (9D1 $ 196 $ 1.061 S 216 $ 305 00- S -

r- Total Undisbursed (C#E) L 196 11.04 2 S 306 -0



Eahibit a 

USAID/Kotea 
lTimafncl1 Sum&uT of FIolecO 

As of Match 31, 1960 
*Adlted 

ftoRessech 
0-0705 
I-T-08 

A C T I V 9 F 2 OJ E CT S 
S3U Gzaduace 
talr.of Basic Sc. Helth 0Nnas. 

499-0709 499-0710 
489-V-091 49-U-02 

tatmdstds 
Research last. 
409-0711 
4--093 

Small/Mdlm 
Ittigetof 
489-0704 
409-T-090 

fI A T9VEAIOC TTIVa 
Scate Elm/Mtddle 

School 
*09-0696 

49-3-O5 : 

0 J E C TS 
Core& Advan 
[not. of Se. 
489-0689 
44-9-06 

.! 

_-08-039 

Chung Gy Otun 
Sewage Treat. 
4689-0457 

- 038 TOTAL 

-9 S S S. S s,000 S 25.7o S 2.354 S.925 55 7,9."9723 

;.ooo s 5.000 S 2 573 S 4,.999 S 25.700 S 2.3S4 S .916 S 5.74 S S7.,6 

to 
1.32S 
'..-S 

-0-

28" 
t.200 
1.496 
1,2m0
I16 

-0-

377 
15 
61 

2,120 

$ 

376 
470 

3.926 

227 

1 

25.700 

-0-

59"7 
1.75 

-0-

673 
5,213 

(3) 
-- -2437

ass 
4.309 

-0-

763 
6,223 

16,776 
1,494 
1.200 

U&6 

27,320 
227 
(35) 

S s 3959 2.35 S 4.694 S 2S.700 0 2.354 5.7? s 55.325 

t9 S 1,041 S 216 $ 305 -0- 3-0- 1 $ -0- $ 1,71 

1.01.. .... 0 -0,- -0- .,. $ -0- 5 4,193 
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USAID/Korea
 

AID Representative 5
 

AID/W
 

Deputy Administrator (A/AID) 1
 

Bureau for Asia:
 
Assistant Administrator (AA/AO) 1
 
Deputy Assistant Administrator (Audit
 

Liaison Officer) 1
 

Bureau for Development Support:
 
Office of Development Information and
 

Utilization (DS/DIU) 4
 

Office of the Auditor General:.
 
Auditor General (AG) 1
 
Executive Management Staff (AG/EMS) 12
 
Policy, Plans & Programs (AG/PPP) 1
 

Office of Legislative Affairs 1
 

Office of Financial Management (CFM) 1 
Office of the General Counsel 1 
Area Auditor General: 
AAG/Washington 1 
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AAG/Latin America 1
 
AAG/Near East 1
 

OTHER
 

Auditor General, Inspections and Investigations
 
Staff (AG/IlS/Manila) 1
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Summary of the fostkroject
 
Economic Evaluation of Selected Small and
 
Medium Scale Land and Water Development
 
FroJects Funded by USAID in Korea..1974
 

The objectivep of this study were to measure the changes
 

which have occurred following the completion of 11 of 66 small
 

and medium land and water development projects funded by the 

United States Agency for International Development in 1974 

and to compare the Internal Rates of Return (IRR'e) associated 

with these changes with those calculated prior to project im

plementation. Eleven projects were selected from 16 projects 

which were completed in1974. In all 220 farm householdp were
 

randomly selected and interviewed to ascertain what,changes

had occurred in agricultural production due to the projects.
 

In general, ill of the projects were designed to increase
 

and/or improve paddy acreage. The sample projects resulted in
 

per household increase in paddy area of .07 hectares and an
 

improvement in the ratio of fully irrigated to total paddy
 

of 56.6 points. These changes led to shifts in croping
 

patterns, production inputs and-yields. A summary of the
 

overall changes w ich occurred in the sampled areas is as
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follows:
 

1. The double cropping ratio increased from 135.6 to
 

148.5 percent.
 

2. 	The area devoted to the production of new high
 

yteldin Varieties increased 41.8 percent while
 

the 	ar6e6 devoted to native rice production declined
 

28.3 percent.
 

The total demand for labor employed in the cultivation
3. 


of rice increased 2.1 percent for Tongil and 3,7 per

cent for native varieties while labor inputs used in
 

barley proauction declined 1.1 percent. Increases
 

in labor used in Tongil cultivation resulted from
 

a substancial increase in labor required for harvest

ing and transportation activities.
 

4. 	The transplanting date for rice was advanced from 9
 

to 15 days due to the more wide spread cultivation
 

of the new high yielding varieties.
 

The quantity of chemical fertilizer used per 10 Are
5. 


and 	 the number of times agricultural chemicals were 

applied per year increased on the sample farms 16.4
 

percent and 2.6 times respectively.
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6. 	Pure yield i;.creases associated with the projects
 

tended to be higher for rice and lower for barley
 

'han anticipated. The yields associated with Tongil
 

rice increased 17.4 percent, with native rice 35.0
 

percent, with common barley 7.5 percent and with naked
 

barley 9.9 percent. White potato yields also in

creased 11.7.
 

The above changes in the production base and the agri

cultural input structure in the sample areas while favorable, 

may 	percipient future problems. The movement of the rice
 

cropping season forward, which resulted from the introduction
 

of vinyl seed beds recommended for Tongil rice production,
 

should increase the time available for barley preparation and
 

planting at the close of the rice season. However increases
 

in rice yields which necessitate an increase in labor inputs
 

during the rice harvest period, may nullify any advantages to
 

double cropping which occur due to earlier harvesting. The
 

study-did indicate that improvement in drainage decreased the 

labor.required in preparing paddy for the winter barley crop. 

If labor constraints do develop during this rice harvesting

barley planting period improved drainage may be a method of 



lessening the constraint.
 

The increased use of chemical fertilizers, production
 

chemicals and machinery, all indicate the'need for increases
 

in the supplies of these inputs at times when they are required.
 

In addition, an'increase in the flow of information is needed
 

to inform farmers how to use the inputs. With respect to the
 

new rice varieties, the study did suggest that in areas where
 

these varieties have been extensively grown in.the past such
 

information flows tend to exist between farmers. In other
 

areas where the new varieties have not been extensively
 

cultivated, the lack of information and production inputs
 

may be constraining the adoption of the new varieties.
 

This was especially'true in the northern provinces-of the
 

country.
 

As indicated, the projects effected rice yields signifi

cantly. Of particular importance to future efforts to
 

diversify crop production is the yield response associated
 

with white potatoes. Yields, even when adjusted to account
 

for natural increases experienced in the sample areas rose
 

7.1 percent. With barley production reaching self-sufficiency
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this crop would seem to be alr.able substitute for winter
 

barley.
 

Comparing the yield responses estimated in the study with
 

those appearing in the initial planning documents indicat, d 

that barley yields were 23.6 percent lower while ri., yields
 

were 21.8 percent higher than those planned in the sampled 

area. The excellent yield responses associated with rice
 

production more than compensated for sluggish increases in
 

barley. For cxample, assuming that the 1975 yields were to 

remain constant during the planned life of the projects, the 

IRR' s associated with the rosulting income streams (value at 

1975 international prices) ranged from 8.56% to 19.39%. When
 

construction costs incurred prior to the provision of AID loan
 

funds were excluded from the calculations, the IRR' s rose; 

ranging from 13.33 to 50.00 plus percent.
 

In the initial planning documents, project evaluation was
 

carried out using 1973 domestic prices. When those evaluations
 

were updated using 1975 domcstic prices and compared with those
 

developed in this study, it became apparent that the initial
 

IRR's had been understimated in 9 of the 11 project areas.
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In the remaining.2 areas the rates were slightly lower than
 

initially planned due to unforseen construction problems. 

Ineach of the areas, however, the new rates were well above
 

the acceptable level. In all 11 projects the new rates range.d 

from 13.21 to 29.48 percent. Again when only AID investment 

funds were considered, 10 out of the 11 project areas exdibited 

IRR's greater than those previously calculated. In this latter 

case, rates ranged from 18.06 over 50.00 percent. 

In summary, even though the study did indicate that there 

may be some problems with input supply in the future, the 

internal rate of return associated with the sampled areas are
 

likely to be higher than originally planned.
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kART I
 

INTRGDU CTION 

Background
 

In kay, 1974 USAID granted AID Loan No. 489-T-090 to the 

Republic of.Korea to help finance the completion of 66 land and 

water development projects throughout the .country. These 66
 

projects are 
small and medium scale prcjects designed to benefit
 

52,288 hectares of land.
 

Under the terms of the loan, the Ministry of Agriculture 

and Fisheries (1AF) agreed to conduct a series of studies to 

evaluate the effects of the projects before and after the 

completion of the improvements. The purpose of these studies 

was to dctermine the actual effects of the projects and to 

compare thuse realized effects with those that were planned
 

in the initial project evaluation. It is anticipated that
 

the study results will assist planners in developing more
 

accurate estimates of the effects of similar projects in the
 

future.
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Three types of studies were planned, The..first, conducted in
 

i975 was designed to collect base line data before the projects
 

began. The second, an interim study, was to examine effects of
 

the projects one year after their completion. The third, a
 

follow-up study based on the first was to be conducted 2 or
 

3 years after the projects were completed. This report
 

presents the findings of the second or interim stuidy.
 

Objectives of the Analysis
 

The economic analysis of any public investment project
 

provides project analysts with a method of measuring the
 

economic benefits generated by the project. This is turn
 

provides policy makers with a portion of the information they
 

need to select those projects which maximize benefits per
 

unit of investment. For example, the economic evaluation of
 

projects:
 

(1) Prevents the selection of low profit bearing projects
 

beforehand, thus avoiding the waste of scarce investment
 

fuWds on less profitable projects;
 

(2) Provides a measure of project effects, which car he used
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to select the implementation order within a number of
 

projects given available funds;
 

(3) Serves as a useful instrument to assist public agencies 

in allocating investment funds, in determining investment 

priorities and in inducing foreign loans;
 

(4) ~'rovides the basic guidelines and supporting evidence
 

for making and setting pertinent changes in the level 

of public utility charges; and
 

(5) 	Provides information which allows planners to isolate
 

unprofitable projects which may, after modification,
 

be converted to profitable projects in the future.
 

Prior to the implementation of the 66 land and water 

development projects an economic feasibility study was con

ducted. 

This feasibility study provided planners with informa

tion and supporting material they,needed to select the
 

_/ MAF & ADC, AID Loan Application for Expansion of Irriga
tion Facilities 'roject and All) Loan Application "Supplementary" 
as Requested-by AlD. (Seoul: The Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries and the Agricultural Development Corporation, Dec. 
1973) 
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sub-project areas to be included for improvement. However,
 

since the initiation of the projects) there has been little
 

information as to the effects of the investments on farm in

comes and expenses.
 

The economic analysis contained in this report measures
 

the changes which have occurred in selected project areas after
 

completion of .the projects and compares the IRR's associated
 

with these changes to those calculated prior to project imple

mentation. It is hoped that the information found in this
 

report will assist planners in formulating plans for similar
 

projects in the future and increase the credibility of e'aonomic
 

analysis as a planning tool.
 

Progress of the Evaluation
 

Two complemntary but distinct types of studies are being
 

conducted in the process of the evaluation. The first, in

cluded a base line survey conducted by Dr. Richard D. Duvick
 

In 1975 and a follow uip survey to be conducted during the
 

Fall of 1978.
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The purpose of this first survey was to determine the
 

economic and physical conditions which existed on selected
 

farms before project implementation.. The' items surveyed land 

utilization rates, labor inputs and a variety of other physical
 

factors associated with farm production.
 

This initial base line survey chose 38 sub-project Areas
 

from the original 66 as a sample frams. These were stratified
 

by size, type of facility and location and a random sample of
 

16 projects selected. In' these project areas, interviews were
 

conducted with 5 farmers in each of 60 villages for a total of 

300 interviews.
 

At present, an analysis of the surveil results are being
 

conducted and a summary will be available early in 19'77. An 

interim report was published in April, 1976 and is presently 

available This report presented a list of the 16 project
 

areas surveyed, estimates of cultivated artea per farm house

hold, yields by crop, cropping patt.,rns and the area of 

irrigated paddy per svinple household. A s.ccond survey which 

-/_ Richard D. Duvick, "Interim Report i3f Economic Evalua
tion of 66 Small and Viedium Scale Irrigation Projects in Korea, 
"KAFP Working Paper No.13 (Seoul: Korean Alricultural Planning 
Project, Michigan State Universit-1 and the Ministry of Agri
cultures and Fisheries, April, 1976). 
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will re-examine the same projects and households is planned for 

the Fall of 1978.
 

A second type of survey, conducted in 1976, has also been 

carried out by the Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC).
 

Dr. Martin E. Hanratty,'the -Program and Project Evaluation 

Analyst, KOrean Agricultural Planning Project, assisted the 

ADC staff in the development of this survey and. te subsequent 

analysis. Additional advice was provided by Dr.. Moon, Pal Yong, 

Professor of Economics, Keun Guk University and Mr. Ryu, Byung 

Seo, Professor of Economics, Chung Buk University. 

This second survey, the results of which are presented
 

in this report, examined the agricultural production conditions
 

on*farms in project areas excluded from the 1975 base line 

survey because construction had already been completed at the
 

time when that survey was conducted. The results of this 

survey and the .resulting economic analysis are presented in
 

the remaining portion of the report.
 

Outline of the Report
 

.:For purpose of clarity the following report has haen 
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subdevided into four sections. The first, Part II explains
 

the metholology Used in the study. Part III presents an evalu

atirn of the physical and monetary effects of project invest

ments, while Part IV examines the Internal Rates of Return (IRR) 

associated with each project. The study concludes with a list
 

of conclusions drawn from the analysis.
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PART II
 

HE MTHODS USED TO EVALUATE
 
THE EFFECTS CF LAND AND WATER 

DEVELCiPENT INVESTMENTS 

The Viewpoint of Economic Analysis
 

The evaluation of projccts may be performed from two
 

different but consistant vantage points; the national and the
 

private economy. In each ty:e of evaluation slightly different
 

information is required and a slightly different type of analysis
 

performed.
 

Theoritically, in evaluating projects from the point of 

view of the national economy the analyst attempts to quantify 

and measure the impact that project investment will have on 

nationally defined development goals, Traditionalo analysts
 

have limited their activities to measuring changes which 
accure
 

in the level of goods and services consumed in the country.
 

In recent years, this single objective has been expanded to
 

include others such as; the more equitablc distribution of
 

regional and por capita income, the decline in unemplayment/
 

underemployment and the alleviation of balanco-of-payments
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problems. Under this multiple objective formate the total
 

effect of project investments becomes the weighted sum of the
 

value of the'effects of investments on each O-fthe defined
 

objectives.
 

While theoretically appealing this method of evaluation
 

has encountered a number of practical problems. In both deve

loping and developed countries, policies makes have been
 

"reluctant to articulate and appropriate set of weights neces

sary to aggregate project effects. In addition the reli.ace
 

of the method on more sophisticated data has precluded or
 

limited to use in a number of developing countries. In these
 

countries, whlre appropriate data is not available at the present
 

time, analysts have been forced to retain their emphysis on
 

evaluating projects with respect to the single national aggre

gate consumption objective.
 

Within the context of this approach analysis measure 

increase or decrease in net income generated by project in

vdstments as an indicator of changes in aggrecate consumption. 

Only new income which is generated is considered. Items such 

as taxes, government subsidies and interest are excluded from 
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the analysis since they ,constitute inter-sdctoral br inter

personal transfers of income not new income.
 

Such an approach may or may not make use of prevailing
 

market prices. If the analyst feels that the prices of inputs
 

or outputs generated by, or used in the project are not repre

sentative of the value of the items to the economy, because of.
 

natural or institutional market imperfections, he may develop
 

and use shadow prices in place of real market prices.
 

In analyzing projects from the point of view of the
 

private economy, the financial inccnes generated by project
 

to the target groups associated
investments that would accrue 


with a project are the point of interest. In this type of 

evaluation, the analyst attempts to estimate what individuals 

will gain or loose financially as a result of project invest-

Unlike the former analysis, the analyst must consider
ments. 


all income that flows into and out of individual households
 

As such, transfer payments, subsidies, the disor firms. 


tribution of costs and benefits, the solvency of liabilities
 

and the sources and cost of financing the project all need
 

to be considered. 
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Financial analysis although a useful tool in a'ccessing 

.the effects of projects on individual or group incomes, does 

not provide the basic information required to calculate the 

overall worth of a project to the nation as a whole. This
 

limitation when combined with the economic significance of
 

rice production.' in the Korean economy, led to the use of
 

economic rather than financial analysis techniques in the study.
 

The Effect of Investments in
 

land & Water Development
 

The effects of invcstments in land and water development

are generally broken down into two categofies; direct or 

primary effects and indirect or secondary effects. The former 

are directly linked to the project investment and are rela

tively easy to define and measure. The latter are more diffi

cult to access and are often physically removed from the project
 

site.
 

In general land and water development projects tend to 

generate direet increases in net farm income in a variety of 

ways. Such projcts; 
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1. Increase the area used for paddy rice production via
 

'land reclamation.
 

2. Improve rice yields by supplying more Water under
 

morte controlled conditions.
 

3. Improve the potential for double cropping via the
 

improvement of drainage facilities, and,
 

4. Decrease production costs per unit of output by
 

increasing plot size, making the land easier to 

cultivate and increasing cropping intensity. 

Considering only the direct effect of land and water 

development projects orn per hectare rice yields,. these tend 

to increase for two reasons. The projects increase the supply 

of water per hectaro of paddy eliminating periods of low supply 

which adverly effect yeilds. Also, the improvement of irriga

tion structures allow farmers to control the level of supply 

much more efficiently. This in turn allows them to shift 

production from traditional rice varieties to the newer high 

yielding varieties such as Tongil and Yushin. 

The secondary or indirect effects generated by such
 

projects are more difficult to articulate and measur.
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The -ffect of such items as 'increased tourism, improved health
 

resulting from better diets and improved living conditions
 

while most likely present cannot at this timebe measured
 

accurately.
 

While this study rccognizes the presences of both secondary
 

benefits and costs, ineasurement problems have preclude their
 

inclusion in the calculation of the net income streams associat.

dad'. with the projects. As such, the net benefits flowing from 

investments in land and water development only include the
 

direct benefits and costs.
 

The Survey Method 

As indicated, the sample frame for the survey consisted 

of 21 AID assisted projects which were completed in 1974. 

Of these 11 were selected for inclusion in this survey. 

Their selection was done in such a way to insure that the 

project were evenly distributed with respect to size, type 

of facility and location. The distribution of the sample.
 

project areas by region and type is persented in Table 2.1,
 

while their location is presented in Figure 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1 

The Number, Type and Location of Project Area
 
Selected for The Interim Survey, 1976
 

.... Reservoir Pumping Station Total
 

i 2 2 4
 

II 2 2 -4
 

II 2 1 3
 

Total 6 51
 

_/ Region I- Gyeong-gi province and Gang-won province
 

Region II; Chung-nam & Chung-buk province, Jeon-buk and
 
Gyeong-buk province
 

Region III; Jeon-nam and Gyeong-nam province
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Figure 2.1 The.Location of Sub-Project Areas Selected 
for Inclusion In the Interim Survey, 1976. 
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In each project area 4 villages were selected. In the
 

process of selection, both the location of the village and the
 

population distributian tithin the project areas were consi

dered. Five household, whose members were considered to be 

full time farmers were randomly selected from each village. 

Representatives of each household were interview~d and res

ponses recorded to questions concerning the area cultivated by
 

the household; the cropping pattern followed; their use of 

production inputs such as labor, fertilizer and chemicals;
 

the quality of irrigation facilities used; and the yield 

levels they achieved by crop in 1974 and 1975. Answers to 

questions concerning the 1974 cropping season constituted the 

"before" project case, while answers to questions concerning. 

1975 were taken to be the "after" project responses. In all 

220 farm households were interviewed with data being collected 

for the period from January 1974 to December 1975. 



In addition to the information requested from each farm 

household, certain data was collected from the sample vallages. 

This included; the nunber of farm households in the village 

by size of cultivated area, the village's land use and cropping 

patterns, estimates of the village's labor supply and demand
 

by month, the type of farm machinery used in the village and 

average yields achieved by crop variety and year.
 

Responses were requested for both 1974 and 1975.
 

The Evaluation of Prodiect
 
Benefits and Costa
 

Basic Benefit Cost Formulation 

Used in the Analysis
 

The basic measure of project effectiveness used in the 

analysis was the internal rate of return associated with 

investments in each of the project areas. The development 

of these rates of return relied on information generated in 

the above survey and on data provided by the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries describing project investment levels 

and maintenance costs. The basic formulation-used in develop

ing these measures of project effectiveness was as followss 
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Internal rate of = That discount 
return rate such that
 

SPresent worth of net] Present worth of 1 
direct agricultural = investment plus oper

benefits ating and maintenance]
 
costs
 

The year in which the above benefit and cost streams began
 

tended to vary by project from 1970 to 1974. During the initial
 

years of the period, investments which were from domestic sources
 

were relatively small and never enough to complete the necessary
 

improvements. The loan funds, provided by USAID in 1974, were
 

used to complete the planned improvements and constituted the
 

final installment in these investment atreams.
 

In calculating the internal rates of return for the pro

ject areas, certain assumptions concerning the benefit-cost
 

streams were made. For example it was assumed that increases
 

in agricultural production which resulted from project invest

ments prior to 1974 were negligible. Whatever benefits did
 

result were assumed to be offset by discruptions in the pro

duction process which -occurred during construction afid addi

tional operating and maintenance costs expended to ma:ntain
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the, new facilities. As such investment streams were measured 

for each year during the projects life, starting in 1975.
 

All benefits and costs occurring during the life of the projects
 

were expressed in 1975 won and discounted back to the first
 

year in which capit'al investments occurred. In keeping with 

government regulations, it was assumed that the economic life 

of projects developed around reservoirs was 60 years while
 

those projects developed in conjunction with pumping stations.
 

-/

had an economic life of 40 years,
 

At the close of the economic life of specific projects 

there remains a salvage value which should be included in the
 

calculation of project benefits. In the case of reservoir
 

projects, this value was assumed to be 35 percent.of gross
 

project investment costs. In areas where pumping stations
 

were constructed, a salvage value of 25 percent was assumed.
 

In land reclamation areas, where the economic life is extre

mely long, 75 percent of the 1975 value of the-land involved
 

was assumed to remain at the close of the life of the project
 

Vo/Government regulations guvcrining the methods used by 
Farmland improvcment Associations (FLIA) specify the economic 
life of any given facility. A listing of these by facility 
is presented in Appendix. IV. 
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calculated using the above assumptions, was added to the project
 

benefits in the final year of the project.
 

The Computation of Direct
 
Project Net Benefits
 

In strictly physical terms, the gross benefits associated 

with the projects were assumed to equal the increases in yields 

in crops grown in the project areas over and above yields 

which would have occurred without the project. These additional 

yields, when converted into monetary term and reduced to account 

for net production costs, represent the value of the income, 

streams associated with project investments.
 

In the computations of these benefits a variety of rela

tionships needed to be considered. These relationship are shows
 

in mathematical form below and explained in following sections. 

NB NVAP - NVAPwo 

NVAP = GVAP - TC 

n 

GVAP GVAP 

GVAPi = pi (Y i x Hi) 
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n 

TC = - TPTCi 


Where: 

=NBNet benefits 

NVAP = Net value of agricultural production 

w = With the project 

w0 = Without the project 

GVAk = Gross value of agricultural production 

TC Total costs of production 

GVAPi Gross value of crop i
 

Pi = Price of crop i 

Y = Yield of crop i 

Hi = Hectares cultivated in crop i 

TC Total cost of producing crop i 

TP i = Transfer payments 

Calculation of Agricultural
 
Production With and Without 
the Projects
 

Increases in crop yield formed the basic for estimating 

the benefits associated with the project. In each project 

area, estimates of physical crop production were developed
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by multiplying 1974 crop yields realizied on the sample farms 

by the area devoted to their production. Both yield and the 

area estimates were developed from information solicited in 

the survey. Similar estimates of 1975 production levels were
 

also developed. In indepth discussion of these estimates is
 

presented in Part III of this report.
 

In interpreting these production levels, certain caveates 

are in order. The yields experienced on the sample farms are 

not in all probability the optimal yields which will be ex

perienced by farmers in the future. There are a number of 

reasons for this. For example, in all of the sample areas 

contruction activities were not limited to improvements in
 

the irrigation system, In some, land reclamation activities
 

were undertaken to convert upland..and forest areas to paddy.
 

production. In other, land consolidation activities which
 

combine small dispersed paddy plots into larger ones were 

carried out. Both activities normally have a short-term 

detrimental effect on soil fertility and textures. Under
 

normal conditions 2 to 3 years are required to build soils
 

back-up to their optimal production capacity. As such, yields
 

do not tend to reach their optimal level until the third
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production yeqr after completion of the projects. Also, in

creases in average rice yields, which are heavily effected by
 

the adoption of the new higher yielding varieties, are not
 

likely to reach their maximum following the completion of an
 

improved irrigation system. Farmers generally tend to be
 

slow in adopting these newer varieties due to informational
 

and input constraints. As such, it take 2 to 3 years for
 

paddy which can support the production of these varieties,
 

to be actually cultivated for that purpose.
 

As a consequence of the above, the production estimates
 

used in the evaluation, Which are vased on production responses
 

which resulteds after only one year of production, will tend
 

to underestimate the long term production effects associated 

with the projects. To the extend that this is true the net 

benefits accruing to th. project are underestimated. 

In accessing the effect of the project on agricultural 

production, it was necessary to net out yield effects generated 

by factors which would have been precent even if project im

provements had not been implemented. Increases in crop yields
 

not only rely on improvements in irrigation and drainage but
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also on increases in the area and intensity of cultivation and 

on the timely and adequate application of inputs. In formu

lating the effects of the projects, it was assumed that a 

certain level of improvements would have occured even without
 

the projects. The effect of these improvements on production
 

during the 1975 growing season were assumed to be equal to the
 

average yearly increase in yields*per hectare by crop and
 

project area during the period from 1969-1974. By subtracting 

these yield increases from those generated in the survey, 

estimates of the yield effects directly associated with project 

implementation were developed. These "pure" yield effects, in 

addition to the cropping patterns and land utilization rates 

estimated from survey data, were assumed to remain constant 

throughout the life of the projects. 

The Level of Produotion Inputs
 
With and Without the Projedts
 

To calculate the net value of the benefits associated
 

with increases in production, it is necessary to netout the
 

costs of production. In accessing production cost levels
 

the* following classification scheme was used;
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Figure 2.2 

Schematic Classification of Production
 
InPuts Used in the Analysis 

Seed 

Non-organic fertilizer 

(1) Manage-
ment 

(a) Intermediate 
goods Organic fertilizer 

Inputs L(b) Hired labor Production chemicals 

(c) Hired rinimal Other materials' 

(2) Self-supplied labor inputs Farm tools & machinery 
structure and facilities 

(3) Self-supplied draft animal 

inputs L Rents 

&stimates of the input levels for each of the above items 

were so.Licited from sample farms in both 1974 and 1975. 

lnput itans such as interest on fixed and variable capital 

assets were not collected since they represented simple
 

transfer payments from the viewpoint of the national economy. 

In they, units of additional inputs employed in produc

tion should tend to decrease per unit of output as yield
 

increases. No attempt was made in the analysis to estimate
 

the increase in .nput productivity which would have occurred
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naturally from that which was due to the implementation of the
 

projects. Whatever declines in inputs levels which occurred
 

between 1974 and 1975 where assumed to be a direct result of
 

the projects themselqts. While this may tend to over estimate
 

the effect which the projects have had on the level of inputs
 

used, the error introduced was assumed to be relatively minor 

and acceptable, given the likely underestimation of potential
 

production.
 

Prices Used In Assessing 
the Monetary Value of
 
Agricultural Inputs ard Outputs
 

A variety of both market and shadow prices were used to
 

convert the increases in agricultural outputs and inputs asso

ciated with the project intb monetary values. Shadow prices 

were substituted for market prices in those cases where market 

distortions had generated prices which did not represent the 

true value of the item to the society as a whole. 

In general, all prices were assumed to be those paid for
 
I 

commodities of medium quality during 1975. Inflation was 

assumed to effect the prices of inputs and outputs equally.
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As such, constant 1975 prices were assumed to exist during
 

the period covered by the analysis.
 

In the case of rice and barley, CIF prices were used
 

rather than ncrmal market prices since these are heavily
 

influenced by government support programs. The valuation of
 

all other commodities was done using the average price paid
 

to farmers during 1975. In cases where the marketing of spe

cific commodities was highly congentrated during a set period 

during the year, as is the-case with red pepper and chinese 

cabbage, the average monthly price paid to farmers during the
 

period was used. A breakdown of the methods used in calculat

ing these prices is presented below.
 

The Shadow Price for Rice. Because of the relatively strong
 

nice price support progrm trnditionally carried out by the
 

Korean government, a shadow price for rice was developed.
 

rhis price was based on the 1985 projected price of rice at
 

iangkok, Thailand as calculated by the International Bank for
 

teconstruction and Development (IRRD)-/. In constant 1975
 

/"IBRD, "Official Mczii .'randum on Long Term Price 
Prujactins" (Washington; IBID, December, 1974). 
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US dollars, the price was estimated at $302.40 per M/T.
 

To this was added transportation costs of $30 per M/T, an
 

allowance for damage of 5 percent of the CIF price and a $25 

per M/T premium to account for the higher quality of.Korean 

rice. The computations of the price took the following form; 

0o2.40 + $30.00.95 $+ $25.00- 4374.89 
.95 

The Shadow Price of Barley. The shadow price for barley was 

based on eetimates made by Dr. Richard D. Duvick, Korean Agri

cultural Planning Project, and expressed in constant 1975 US 

dollars. In estimating this price, Dr. Duvicc assumed that 

U.S. barley used for feed grain was comparable to Korean 

barley which is used for human consumption. Examining U.S. 

prices, he found that the price of second grade U.S. barley 

was approximately equal to the FOB price (Portland, Oregon) 

of second grade U.S. corn. This relationship was strengthened 

by the fact that the price of corn and barley imported by 

Korea from 1972 to 1974 had been essentially the same (Table 

2.2). 
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TABLE 2.2 

Price Per Metric Ton of Barley and Corn 
Irports, Korea, 1972-1974 

Unit; US$/MT
 

Barley.
 

Year
 
Hulled Unhulled Corn
 

1972 90 60 60 

1973 152 100 103 

1974 240 166 155 

Taking the above relatiLlships into consideration, he
 

assumed that IBRD's 1985 estimate for second grade US corn
 

deflated to constant 1.975 US dollars and adjusted for milling,
 

damage and transportation cost, would be the appropriate shadow
 

price for Korean barley. The 1985 projected corn price, in 

1975 constant dollars, was 6104.16 per M/T. Assuming a trans

portation charge'of 440 per M/T, milling costs of 3 percent 

of the CIF price and a 75 percent milling rate, the cost per 

M/T of polished barley was calculated at $197.98.
 

,0104.16 + o40) 
= .197.98 

* ,75 



This price was for common barley. The price for polished naked 

barley, grown in the southern part bf Korea, has in the past 

been approximately 95 percent that of common barley. This 

relation led to the adoption of, a shadow price of $188.00: 

per M/T for this crop. 

The Price of Seed Grains. In estimating the price of seed grain 

for rice, barley and soybeans, the 1975 official government 

purchase price for these grains was used. For all .othergrains, 

average 1975 prices surveyed by the National Agricultural 

Cooperatives Federation (NACF) were applied.
 

The .Priceof Other Farm Products. Prices of other farm commo

dities tended to flucturate quite widely during 1975. Because
 

of this, the averige a975 farm gate prices as reported by NACF 

were used. In all probability, shadow prices for each commodity
 

should have been developed because of the wide seasonal swings
 

in price which occured and because of the governments involve

ment in the marketijig of many of the commodities considered.. 

However, in view of the lack of international prices for many of
 

the commodities and the fact that they constituted an insignifi

cant contribution to the internal late of return, the average
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1975 farm gate prices were assumed to be adequate, 

The Price of Farm By-Products. The* 'valUef commodity by

products was also included in the calculation of gross farm 

income. In the computation of these values, a percentage 

of the value per metric ton of each commodity was assumed to 

be a proxy for the value of the by-product. The percentages
 

by commodity used are provided'below;
 

TABLE 2.3
 

Percentages Used to Calculate
 
the Value of By-Products
 

item Percent Item Percent 

Common rice 10.3 Red pepper 12. 4 

Tongil variety of rice 7.4 Peanuts 4.6 

Common barley 10.3 Sweet Potato 6.9 

Naked barley 8.3 Corn 25.7
 

Soybean. 7.0 Sesame 1.2
 

White potato o.6
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The Price of Fertilizer, During the early 1970's, Korea, like 

many developing countries, experienced a shortage of fertilizer. 

Since that time heavy investments in fertilizer production 

facilities have boosted production to a level where demarn has
 

been met and in some instances exceeded. For this reason the
 

1975 farm gate prices for fertilizer, set by NACF, have been 

used to represent fertilizer prices in 1985. The prices-used
 

were as follows;
 

TABLE 2.4 

Prices of Fertilizer Used in the Analysis 

1975 Yarm gate price 
Item -/

w/_.__.__ _/M.T.T. 

Urea (46%) 64,300 134.00 

Ammonium phosphate 36,040 75.08 

Fused phosphate (20%) 22,870 47.65 

Potassium choloride (60%) 26,400 55.00 

l/W 480 $1.00 
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The Price of Farm Chemicals. Prior to 1975, the price of.
 

farm chemicals such as insecticides and herbicides were
 

heavily subsidized by the government. In 1975, subsidies
 

were discountinued and farmers began paying the prevailing
 

market price.
 

With the rapid growth in demand for these chemicals in
 

the past, demand has tended to exceed supply and prices have
 

been high. By 1978 it is anticipated that demand will be
 

met by indiginous and foreign supplies and prices will decline.
 

Examining both the present and future supply situation, it was 

assumed that the most appropriate price for farm chemicals to 

use in the analysis was the 1975 farm gate price. A complete 

listing of th se prices appears in Appendix I.
 

The LSadm kPrice for Forii Labor. Due to season flucuations 

in the demand for farm labor, a shadow price for labor re

presenting its average annual valuo was developed. During
 

the period from April to 1Uctober, the 1975 farm labor wage 

was approximately W2,000 per man-day. This wage d,-opped
 

during the off-farm season when farm labor was engaged in 

less productive activities to W500-600 per man day. 
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Data from the Yearbook of Aericultura. and ForestrY 

Statidtics published by the Ministry of Agriculture -Ond 

Fisheries (MAF), during the 1971 to 1974 period, indicated that 

the average annual work days per farm household were 250 man 

days per year. During this period each farm household averaged 

2.8 laborers. Therefore, each laborer worked on the average 

89 man days per year. This suggests a labor utilization rate 

of 39 percent during any given year. When this utilization 

rate is multiplied by the full employment wage rate which 

existed in 1975 (W2,O00) a shadow price for farm labor of 

W720 resulted. This wage rate was used in the analysis as 

an indicator of the average daily productivity of unskilled 

labor. Skilled labor, on the other hand, was valued at its 

average annual wage rate. 

The Calculation of Prodect 
Investments and Oeratinf 
and Maintenance Costs 

Investment Costs 

In developing estimates of the capital investnent cost 

associated with each project, a variety of expenditure items 

were considered. These inoluded the cost of the construction
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and paddy formation works including the costs for materials, 

supervision, ano design and modification; post-project manage

ment costs; estimate of the costs for the repair and rehabili

tation of project structures and other miscellaneous expenses.
 

The cost of land purchased for the projects, in addition to
 

compensation paid to individuals who lost homes, farm struc

tures and forest stumpage were also included in the estimates
 

if such costs occur6d outside the project's benefited area.
 

Under normal circumstances the valuation of input itemp,
 

used in the construction of a given project, is done using
 

shadow prices. These prices attempt to excluded the effects
 

that internal government support programs and fluctuations
 

in the unskilled labor market have on the price of construc

tion materials and labor used in a project. Such detailed
 

pricing of inputs has been excluded in this study. In its
 

place it was assumed that 10 percent of the construction costs,
 

5 percent of the management costs and all of the interest 

which would accrue to capital tied up in construction were 

leducted from the total capital investment. 

Due to the fact that the Korean government provides
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various subsidies and barriers that protect 'domestic indus

tries, a shadow price on foreign exchange was developed and 

used in the analysis, This was necessary to take account of 

the trueo'cost of imported goods used in the projects, which 

tend to be distorted because of tariff barriers, export sub

sidies and the nonconvertability of Korean currency6 

Updating the work done by Mr. Koo Bon Ho at .the Korea 

Development Institute, a 15 percent increase above the normal 

rate of exchange seemed appropriate as a shadow price on-foreign 

exchange. This shadow price was used to evaluate that portion 

of the projects costs which were used to purchase imported 

*itms or services used in the construction of the projects." 

Operating and Maintenance Costs
 

Under nvrmal circumstances operating and maintenance costs 

tend to vary from project to project for a number of reasons. 

These might include the type of facilities involved, thd size
 

of the irrigated area, the duration of the irrigation season,
 

natural features in the area an so on. In the study, no attempt
 

was made to measure the actual annual 0 and 14 costs that would 
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be expended in each of the sample project areas. As a proxy 

for these yearly expenditures, estimates of the 0 and M costs 

per hectare and type of facility based on sample survey.data
 

collected by the Farmland Bureau, MAF were used . These 

estimates constituted the average yearly 0 and M costs expended 

within .FUA areas in 1975. In reservoir areas these costs 

averaged W28,782 per hectare of benefited area and in pumping 

station projects they were W49,770 per hectare. 

The Calculation of Internal Rates 
of Return and the Comgaribon 
of $§uzveni an Pre-Peo 

Evaluation Results
 

The, Calculation of Internal 
Rates of Return 

Using the above price and input-output estimates an inter

nal rate of return (IRR) was calculated for each of the sampled 

project areas. In estimating these rates of return, a three 

step procedure was use. First, a set of benefit-cost ratios 

based on discounting rates from 3.5 to 30.0 percent were 

developed for each of the projects. The results of these 

KAF and 'C, "Analysis of Water Charge Structure"' 
(Seoul, The Agricultural Development Corporation, December,
 
1976).
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calculations, which are presented in Appendix II, provided 

a rough estimate of the IR associated with investments in 

each project area. From this cost-benefit data, estimates 

of the net income streams associated with each project were 

developed. Using these income streams the actual RR for
 

each project was developed by an interative approach. First,
 

the discount rate suggested in the benefit cot analysis was
 

used'to discount the net income stream t6 the present.
 

This procedure was repeated, using different discount rates,
 

until the present net value of the income stream associated 

with a given project was approximately zero. This is the 

point where project net benefits are equalbo project costs.
 

Four sets of IRR' were developed for each project area 

by varying the prices used to evaluate project benefits and 

costs and the cost of investment. In two sets, international 

market prices were assumed and used to evaluate project not 

benefits and investment costs. For the remaining two sets,
 

the same procedures were followed but 1975 market prices
 

were substituted for intermtional prices. These procedures 

wore followed for two reasons; 1) to determine the actual
 

rate of return associated with the USAID loan funds; and 2) 



to determine the effect of international verses market prices
 

on the IRR's.
 

Inaddition to the calculation of the above IRR's esti

mates of the secondary benefits associated with the projects
 

were developed. These included; estimates of the savings
 

generated by the projects in foreign exchange and the effect
 

of the projects on employment.
 

Comparison of Survey and,
PreProject Evaluation Results 

.Inthe analysis of the data, estimates of certain variables
 

were selected for ccmparison with estimates appearing in the
 

1973 pro-project evaluation report. These included land utili

zation ratios, affected acreage, commodity yields and project
 

IRR's. These comparisons were made to determine if gross dis

crepencies existed between the actual and planned estimates,
 

and if adjustments in estimating procedureJ would be appropriate
 

to make future studies more realistic.
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PART III. 

THE EFFECT OF PROJECT 
SINVESNTS ON AGRICULTURAL 

PRODUCTION AND INCOME 

The following section examines the physical and monetary 

effects which investments have had in the selected project areas. 

When appropriate, comparisons have been made between the esti

mates of key variables presented in the 1973 pre-project evalua

tion and estimates developed in the present survey. The section 

begins-with a discussion of the capital investment levels ex

pended in each project area and then proceeds to the physical 

and monetary effects which, these investments have had. 

Project Invetment Levels 

In total, slightly-less than 3 billion won was invested 

in the 11 project areas (Table 3.1). Of this approximately 

half was invested prior to 1974 and cam from government sources 

with the remainder coming from AID loan funds invested in 1974. 

Investment cost per hectare, calculated using domestic pri

ces, tended to vary from 3.523 million won in Gae-won to 542 
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million won in Sung-su. In the former project area the construction of 

a long earth filled dam helped to generate the high per hectare costs. 

These costs tended to inflate the average cost per hectare in the region 

to 1.641million won, the highest recorded. The average cost per hec

tare of the projects in Region III also tended to. be higi because of 

the extensive drainage facilities which were constructed in conjunction 

with the irrigation works. In this region the cost per hectare ranged 

from .1.83 to 1.23 million won while averaging 1.64 million won. The 

lowest per hectare costs were associated with sample projects in the 

middle provinces of Region II, where costs averaged 1.02 million won 

per hectare. 

As would be expected the costs per hectare, calculated using
/ 

shadow prices, tended to be less than those above. This was due 

to the exclusion of a portion of certain cost items which were assumed 

to be inflated because of export subsidies, tarriff barriers and 
1/ 

.foreign exchange considerations- / The use of shadow prices, while 

not changing the order of the projects," did drop the overall average 

costs 9.3 percent to 1.28 million won per hectare.
 

Examining these costs with respect to the major type of faricity
 

constructed, unit costs associated with rpqervoir pmjeots teided to
 

be almost twice as large as those associated with pumping station
 

V/For a more detailed explanation of'the adjustments made
 
in construction costs the reader isreferred to pp. 28-30.
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__________ _ _ _ 

TABLE 

Investment levels ana Per hectare
 
and Water Development Projects,
 

-	 nIrvestment ..
 

Type of Benefited (Domestic
 

Region Project/ 	 Area 

(Ha) 1973&_ before _ _ 

Region I 
Gae-won R 115 25,618 
Cheung-ryong R 277 110,836 
Yeo-ju pS 187 5,396 
Gun-am .PS 288 237,147 
Sub-Total 	 867 611,997
 

Region II 
Do-bong R 7,, •25,800 
An-deok R 201 1e,944 
Jang-ha PS 235 ' 64 794 
Sung-su PS 631 '121,385 
Sub-Total 1,142 330,923 

Region III 
Song-wol R 70 29,369 
Oh-ruy * R 150 140,128 
Ha-gi PS 393 310,806
 
Sub-Total 613 480,303
 

2,622 1,423,223
Total 


i/ All.costs are in thousand, 1975 won 
R= Reservoir PS = Pump station 

ad USAID funds " 
In developing cost estimates using shadow 

cost and 100 percent of interest payments are deducted. 
/ Average cost per hectare 
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3.1 

Investment Costs in 11 Sampled Land 
Korea _/ 

Cost
 
Prices) 


1974 

146,566 
161,820 

156,550. 
106,383 
571,319. 

82,094, 
142,721 
119,000 
220,684 
564s,499 

98,856 
136,689 

172,675 
408,220 

1,544,038 


-/
-Total 


405,184 
272,656. 
161,946 
343,530 

1,183,316 

107,894 
261,665

183,794 
342,069 

895,422 

128,225 

276,817 

483,481 
888,523 

2,967,261 


Cost per Hectare 

Domestic Price Shadow Prices ,/
 

3,523 
984 

866 

1,193 
1,641. 5 J 

1,439 
1,302 

782 

542 


1,016.3 

1,832 

1,845 

1,630 T 
-1:635.7/ 


11,42.62/ 

prices 10 percent of construction cost, 5 percent 
from table costs.
 

3,133
 
902
 
782 

1,676 ,

1'473.3" 

1,319
 
1,189
 
715
 
490
 
928.3 

i,670 
1,696
 
1084.3 
1,83.3 

1,277.8V 

of management 
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Table 

Project Name Location, 
Patterns Prior to 

Project Name.& Region i/ Type of Project 

Paddy 

Region -I 
Gae-won Reservoir 49.9 
Cheung-ryong Reservoir 227.9 
Yeo-ju Pumping Station 88.2 
Gun-am Pumping Station 68.0 
Sub-Total 434.0(50.0) 

Region II 
Do-bong Reservoir 56.5:
An-deok Reservoir 231.0 
J ang-ha Pumping Station 190.0 
Sung-su Pumping Station 631.0 
Sub-Total 1,008.5 

(88.6) 

Region III 
Song-wol Reservoir 70.0 
Oh-ryu.
Ha-gi 

Reservoir 
Pumping Station 

148.1 
393.9 

Sub-Total 612.0 
(99.7) 

- Grand-Total 2,054.5 
(78.4)
 

i Region I consists of the two northern provinces, 
provinces, Chung-buk, Chungnam, Gyeong-buk and J eon-buk 
J eon-nam and Gyeong-nam provinces. 

/ Numbers appearing in parenthesis represent of
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3.2 

Type and Land Use
 
Construction
 

(Hectares)
Land Area by Use ..


Upland Forest .Other Total
 

47.4 	 -8.o 115.3 
- 49.1 - 277.0 
-	 99.3 - 187.5 

- 220.0 288.0 
47.4 148.4 	 238.0 867.8 
(5.5) (17.1) (27.4) (100.0) 

18.5 	 - 75.047.4. 22.6 	 - 201.0
41.-	 231.0 

S-• 	 - 63 1,0 
106.9 22.6 	 1 138.0 

-	 '- 70.0 
1.9 	 - - 150.0 
- - - 393.9 

1.9-	 613.9
 
(0.3) 	 (oo.o) 

156. 171.0 	 238.0 2,619.7
 
(6.0) (6.5) 	 (9.0) (100.0) 

Gyeong-gi and Gang-won; Region II consists of the four middle 
provinces; and, Region III of the two southern provinces, 

the total-project area ina given land use.
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projects. The average cost per hectare for the former was 1.65 million
 

won while the cost for the latter was .83 million won. Excluding the
 

cost per hectare of construction in the Gae-won project area, which
 

tended to be abnormally high, reservoir projects still tended to be
 

63.4 percent more expensive per hectare than pumping station projects.
 

The Physical Effects of Land ar! 
Water Investments 

Whenever land and water development projects such as those
 

examined in this study are undertaken, a n5nber of physical changes
 

occur in the project areas. These, not only include changes in the 

agricultural land base but changes in cropping patterns and intensity,
 

cultivation practices and yields. The following section examines
 

the changes which occurred in each of these components'in the 31 

sample project areas. 

Changes in Land Base and 
Irrigated Acreage
 

In all, slightly over 2,600 hectares of land,867.8 hectares in
 

Region I, 1,138 hectares in Region .11 and 613.9 hectares in Region III,
 

were effected by the projects. The total land area involved by project
 

and land use prior to the initiation of construction is provided in
 

Table 3.2.
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As the data indicates, the majority of -land in the sampled areas, 

78.4 percent, was already used for rice cultivation. This tended to
 

vary from region to region w~th paddy acreage composing 50.0 percent
 

of the total project area in Region I, 88.6 percent in Region II and
 

99.3 percent in Region III. Upland cropping areas were of relatively 
minor importance c ng .o e r 0 the 

total project area or 5.5 pei'cent in Region I, 9.4 percent in Region II 

and .3 percent in Region III. The remainder of the land in these areas, 

15.6 percent, was utilized in forest production or other uses. 

Following the completion of the projects all land in the project
 

areas, with the exception of Yeo-ju, was converted to paddy production.
 

This resulted in an increase in paddy area of 465.9 hectares or 22.7
 

percent. In Yeo-ju, no new paddy acreage was developed but 99.3 ha
 

of land, formally used in forest production, was reclaimed for uplaid
 

crop production. This addition, when combined with the lessees -in.
 

upland associated with the creation of new paddy acreage, produced a
 

net decline in upland acreage of 56.9 hectares or 36.2 percent.
 

These changes in land base and use were accompanied by improve

ments in the area of fully irrigated paddy land. The effect of these 

improvements per farm household is presented in Table 3.3. Prior to 

the projects, each farm household surveyed cultivated on the average
 

.85 hectares of paddy. This was 60 percent higher than the 1974
 

national average of .54 hectares per household.
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TABLE 3.3 

Irrigated Paddy by Type With
 
and Without, the .Project _/ 

Itea .... Region Region Average
I II III _____ 

Without the project
 

Fully irrigated paddya' .22 .17 .23 
kartiallyj irrigated .55 •.55 .77 .62paddy J/• 

Total .84 .77 94 .85
 
Irrigation ratio 34.5 28.6 10.1 27.1
 

With the project
 

Fully irrigated paddy .86 .66 .80 .77
 
Partially irrigated .16 .18 .11 .15 
paddy 
Total 1.02. .91 .92 
Irrigation ratio 87.9 83.7 

Change 

Total paddy area .18 ,07 w903 .07 
Irrigation ratio 49.8 .:5040 69.8 56.6 

1/ Estimates for fully, partiallyand total irrigated paddy are 
in hectares per fark household, while irrigation ratios are in
 
percent.
 

/ Eaddy land in Korea is classified according to the level of
 
irrigation water supply. Fully irrigated paddy has a water supply
 
sufficient to withstand 10 year drought .onditions while partially
 
irrigated paddy does not. Rainfed paddy receives no irigation
 
water but relies totally on rainfall.
 

/ Includes both partially i'rigateo 4nd rainfed paddy.
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Even though the sample households tended to cultivate more padd 

than the national average the irrigation facilities which serviced 

this paddy were significantly poorer. For example, the ratio of full 

irrigated to partially irrigated paddy on the sample farms was 27.*1 

percent, almost 55.9 points less than the national ratio of 83.0. 

This fact alone was sufficient to indicate a substantial need for 

the irrigation improvements subsequently carried out in the project 

areas. 

The examination of the irrigation ratios associated with the
 

sample projects in each region pointed out an interesting trend.
 

Moving from the northern provinces of Region 1, to the southern 

provinces of Region III, the presence of partiall irrigated paddy 

prior to the projects tended to incrdase. This would seem to be 

-resonable given the rainfall distribution pattern in Korea 2 . 

In the southern provinces, where seasonal rainfall is higher, there 

was a heavier reliance on partially irrigated and rainfed paddy. In 

the northern provinces where rainfall is less and cropping conditions 

more severe there was a higher reliance an fully irrigated paddy. 

Following the completion of the projects both the area of paddy 

cultivated per farm household and the area of fully irrigated paddy 

2/ In 1974 the average monthly precipitation during the rice 
growing season (March-September) was; Region I - 167.5mm, 
Region II - 244.6mm and Region III - 325.3mm. 
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tended to increase. In Region I and II increases in paddy acreage 

were the result of upland and forest land reclamation activities. In
 

the former region, 334.5 hectares were reclaimed. This resulted in 

an increase in per household paddy acreage of .18 hectares. In Region 

II similar increases occurred. Here 129.5 hectares of upland and 

forest land were reclaimed resulting in an .07 hectare increase in
 

paddy area per household. In Region III, where only 1.9 hectares of
 

upland were conveited to paddy, there was an overall decline in per 

household paddy acreage. Project activities in this. area generally
 

centered around land consolidation not reclamation. It is normal, in
 

such projects that a certain amount of paddy be taken out of culti

vation to provide land for farm roads, bunds, risers and so on. 

As would be excepted, the projects generated a substantial in

crease in the area of fully irrigated paddy and a decline in the area
 

of partially irrigated paddy per farm household. On the average,
 

fully irrigated paddy rose from .23 to .77 hectares per household,
 

while partially irrigated paddy declined from .62 to .15 hectares.
 

This resulted in a significant increase in the irrigation ratio from 

27.1 to 83.7. By 1975, the ratio was slightly higher than the 1974 

national average of 83.0 

Regionally, the most significat chapge occurred in the southern 

region where the irrigation ratio increased slightly less than 70 points. 

3/ MAF & ADC, 1975 Yearbook of Land and Water Develooment Statis

tics (Seoul: Sung Moon Publishing Co., 1976), p. 19 
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This rise can be linked to the rather low ratio present before the 

projects and to the emphasis placed on irrigation development in laAi 

consolidation activities. Increase in the other two regions tended
 

to range on or very close to 50 points.
 

The movement of land from upland and forest production to paddy
 

cultivation and the improvements in irrigation facilities associated 

with the projects generated changes in cropping patterns and intensity, 

cultivation practices and yields. These changes are examined below.
 

Change in Atriculture Production 

Change in Land Utilization Ratios 

and Cropping Patterns 

Ever prior to the projects the area of cropland oercrated by
 

sample farmers tended. tQ be slightly larger than thd national average 

(Table 3.4). This was especially true in Region III where farmers 

cultivated..4 hectares more land than the national average.
 

When broken down into paddy and upland components, per household
 

paddy acreage tended to be significantly higher thin the national 

average while upland acreage was quite similar to its national count

erpart. The double cropping ratio for all sample farms prior to the
 

projects was 135.6, 11.4 points lower than the national average. As
 

expected, the ratio was the lowest, in the northern provinces of Region 
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TABLE 3.4
 

Area of Land Cultivated ker Farm Household and Double
 
Cropping Ratio by Region for 220 Sample Farm Households,
 

Korea, 1974-1975 _/
 

Item Ite 
___I_ 

Without the project
 
Paddy 

Upland 

All Cropland 

Other 

Total 


With the project
addy 


Upland 

All Cropland 

Other 

Total 


Double cropping ratio-


Without the project 

With the project 

Increase-or decrease 


Reion 

.84 


.43 

1.27 

.40 


1.67 


1.02 


.51 

1.53 

.11 


1.64 


103.0 

111.7 


8.7 


Sample Farms
 
R" In
Region II.... 


.77 .95 


.33 .39 

1.10 .1.34 

.19 .31 


i,29 1.65 


.84 .91 


.26 .39 

1.10 .1.30 

.19 .31 


1.29 1.61 


'addy
 
152.2 151.5 

163.7 170.2 

11.5 18.7 


National
 
AverageAverage
 

.85 .53
 

.38 .41
 
1.23 .94
 
-.30 
1.53
 

.92 .53
 

.39 .41
 
1.31 	 ..94
 
.20
 

1.51
 

135.6
 
148.5
 
12.9
 

All ostimates are in hectares per farm household.
 
2/ MAF, 1975 Yearbook of AgricVlture atd Forestry Statistis
 

(Seol: Sung Moon Publishing Co., 1976), p.
 

. / Double cropping ratios are calculated for paddy acreage only.
 

In all sub-project areas, except Yeo-ju, no upland cropping areas
 
remained within project boundaries after the projects were completed,
 
In addition,the ratio@ apply to 'paddy physically within the projqct
 
areas. Paddy cultivated by sample farm households outside the project
 
area was excluded from consideration.
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and highest in the southern provinces of Regions II and III. 

Follcwing the completion of the projects, the area of paddy per 

sample household and the rate of double-cropping on paddy increased. 

Examining all the sample farme, total agricultural acreage per house

hold increased .08 hectares, with paddy increasing .07 and upland .01 

hectares. In addition,, the double cropping ratio on paddy also rose 

to 148.5. Increases in the double cropping ratio tended to be more 

prominent in the middle and southern provinces of Region 11 and III. 

In each of these regions, the ratio rose 11.5 and 18.7 points roes

pectively. In the northern provinces of Region I# where climate is 

a limiting factor, the double cropping ratio rose only 8.7 points.. 

Improveonte in the water supply aid inoreasees in paddy 

acreage pnerated by the projects combined to alter the cropping 

patterns in the sample ares (Table 3. 5). Prior to the projects 9.4 

percent of the paddy acreage cultivated by the sample farms was an

ployed in the production of Tongil rice, 64,4 percent in nativa i.ict, 

7.8 percent in common barleyp 18.2 percent in naked barley and 0,2 

percent In white potatoes. following the completion of the projects, 

this pattern changed with the cultivation of Tongil rice,. comon. 

and naked barley and potatoes becoming more prominent and native 

rice cultivation declining. The area devoted to Tongil production 

increased 21.8 percent1 that used for native rice prvcuction
 

declined 28.3 percent and that used for common barley, naked barley
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TABLE 3.5 

Change in Cropping Patterns on Paddy Acreage
 
With and Without Irrigation Improvements, 220
 
Sample Farm Households, 

Type of cropping patterns
 

Without irrigation improvements 

Rice - Tongil 
- Native 


Barley - Common 

- Naked 

White potatoes 

Total 


With irrigation improvements
 

Rice - Tongil 
- Native 

Barley - Common 
- Naked 

White petatoes 
Total 

Change (inpercent) 
Rice - Tongil 

- Native 
Barley - Common 

- Naked 
White potatoes 

Korea, 1974-1975 

Sample 

Region Region 

__ I .I - ' 

4.3 6.8 

92.8 58.9 

2.9 7.7 

- 26.1 
- 0.5 

100.0 100.0 

23.5 34.0 

64.0 27.1 

10.5 8.5 


- 28.6 
- 1.8 

100.0 100.0 


19.2 27.2 

-26.8 -31.8 

7.6 .8 
- 2.5 

1.3 

i/ 

Farms 

Region Aver-

III age 

15.5 9.4
 
50.5 64.4 
11.4 7.8 

22.6 18.2 
- 0.2 

100.0 100.0
 

33.8 31.2
 
25.0 36.1
 
12.9 10.7
 
28.3 21.4
 
- o.6
 

100.0.. 100.0
 

18.3 21.8 
-25.5 -28.3 

1.5 2.9
 
5.7 	 3.2 
- 0. 

i/ All estimates are in percent of the total paddy area utilized
 
for crop production.
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and white potato production increased 2 .9j 3.2 and 0.4 percent res

pectively. Since these latter three crops are double cropped with
 

rice, increases in the area devoted to their production resulted in 

direct increases in the double-cropping ratio. 

It is of particular interest to examine the rise in the paddy
 

area allocated to the production of Tongil rice, With improved irri

gation sample farms tended to replace native varieties with Tongil. 

The largest increase occurred in the middle provinces of Region II,
 

where Tongil acreage increased 27;2 percent after the completion of 

the projects. This was followed by increases of 19.2 percent in the
 

northern provinces cf Region I and 18.3 percent in the southern 

provinces of Region III. 

As previously indicated, the area devoted to the productlon. 

of winter crops terded to increase after the completion of the 

projects. These increases were smallest in the northern provinces
 

of Region I, where 7.6 percent more paddy was devoted to common barley 

production. limatic conditions seemed to he a constrant in this 

region, with increases being relatively modest and centered around 

the much heartier variety of barley. In the middle provinces of
 

Region II, increases in acreage planted centered around naked barley, 

the less hearty variety. On the average 2.5 percent more land was
 

devoted to its production following the pmJects. The acreagt p)Janted 
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in c6mmon barley showed only a slight increase .8 percent while white
 

potato acreage increased 1.3 percent. In the southern provinces, of
 

Region III where climate is least constraining, increases in the area
 

devoted to naked barley production rose 5.7 percent, while common 

barley acreage rose 1.5 percent.
 

The conversion of upland to paddy in ten of the eleven sample
 

projects precluded the growth of upland crops following construction.
 

In the only area where upland remained, Yeo-ju, only minor shifts in 

the upland cropping pattern were exjqerienced.
 

Changes in Cultivation
 
1ractices and Inputs
 

On the sample tarms, improvements in paddy acreage led to 

changes b~th in the level of factor inputs and the cultivation
 

practices employed by farmers in the production of rice and barley. 

In all three regions, there was a general tendency for sample far

mers to move the rice transplanting dr.4e forward (Table 3.6). 

As indicated, sam.ile farmers tended to transplantrice from 9 

to 15 days earlier after the projects were completed. While the 

causal linkage between improved irrigation and earlier transplanting 

is difficult to isolate, the following may provide an acceptable 
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TABLE 3.6
 

Change in Rice Transplanting Dates Associated with Irrigation
 
Improvements on 220 Sample K6reaft Fqrms by Region, 1974-1975
 

Earliest and latest transplanting
 
Item dated
 

Region I Region II Region III
 

Without Improvements 6/1-6/25 6/5-6/30 6/21-7/5
 

With Improvements 5/21-6/10 .5/25-6/20 6/11'6/25
 

Change (InDays) 11-15 10 9-10
 

explanation for the trend. Improved irrigation facilities generally
 

allow farmers to shift rice production from native to thp higher 

yielding varieties. The recommended cultivation practices associated
 

with these varieties includes the use of vinyl seed beds. Covered
 

beds allow the farmer to plant oarlier by decreasing the probability
 

of frost damage. Thus, as the area planted in Tongil increased as
 

was the case in the project,areas (Table 3.5), there ,isa tendency
 

for farmers to prepare their seed beds earlier and to advance the
 

rice transplanting date.
 

In the northern provinces of Region I, where double cropping of 

rice and barley .s constrained by climatic conditions, this may prove 
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to be a significant shift. In this region, under present cropping 

practices, there is a relatively short period at the close of the rice
 

production season to harvest rice and to prepare thoe plant barley. 

Movement of the rice transplanting date forward should provided far

mers more time during this critical rice harvest barley planting 

period, th*9 increasing the potential for double cropping, 

Sample farms not only tended to move the rice transplanting 

date forward but also to "use less labor during the precultivation 

and cultivation periods (Table 3.7). With respect to Tongil rice, 

farmers tended to use the same amount of labor in preparing for pro

duction but less in actual cultivation. The labor required for both 

these activities for native rice and barley was less with the projects, 

These reductions were offset by increases in labor requirements 

at the close of the production season for harvesting and transportation 

activities. Increases at this time were in all probability caused by 

increases in yield. Overall, the labor required for these activities 

increased on the sample farms . ).l percent for Tongil rice and 22.0 

percent for native rice. Requirements for bar-eys whose yield did 

not increase as sharply as rice, were 2.8 percent higher with the 

projects than without.
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The increased demand for labor during the harvest season tended
 

to counter - balance reductions earlier in the season. As a result,
 

positive increases in labor demand for both Tcngil and native rice
 

production were experienced on the sample farms. In barley produc

tion modest increases in labor at.iarvest time were not sufficient
 

to offset reduction ear.lier in the growing season. As a result,
 

overall labor requirements for this crop declined 1.1 percent.
 

Examining these trends more closely, using data from Appendix
 

III the following relationships between prrject implementation and
 

shifts in labor requirements are indicated;
 

1. 	Improvements in the condition ind size of ,paddy acreage allowed 

farmers to spend less time on plowing. 

On the average, sample farmers employed 1.1 and 1.8 Hours 

less labor per 10 Are in the preparation of Tongil and native 

rice production areas and .8 hours less in the preparation of 

barley acreage.
 

2. 	 Improvement s in drainage may lay a key role in the reduction 

of labour required for plowing prior to barley seeding. 

In Region III where drainage improvements were a major
 

objective, labor requirements for this activity declined 12.0 

percent or an average of 1.4 hours per 10 Are from pre-project 

levels. 
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TABLE 

Change in Labor Inputs by 
Korea Farms With the Without 

Region I Region 
Item Rice -/ Rice 

Tongil Native Barley Tongil 

Without. the project 
Precultivation 
activities 

59.0 
48 

52.8 20.5 53.6 

Cultivation 46.4 621. 5 48.5 43.3 
Harvesting & transportation 
Total 

61.0 
166.4 

38.5 
153.8 

44-5 
113.5 

54.7 
151.6 

With the projqct 4 
PrecultivationN, 56.1 49.0 20.5 55.2 

3 57

activities 
Cultivation 43.1 59.3 47.0 44.'5 
Harvesting & transportation 63.0 52.0 45.5 65.0 
Total 162.2 160.3 113.0 164.7
 

Change (percent)
 
-4.9 -. 2 - 3.0Precultivation 


activities 2/
Cultivation -7.1 -5•1 -3.1 2.8 
Harvesting & transportation 3.3 35.1 2.2 18.8 
Total -2.5 4.2 -0.4 8.6 

are in man hours per 10 Are, while changes_/ Estimates 
2/ Includes both naked and common barley. 

Precultivation activities for rice include; plowing,. 
activities include; irrigation, weeding and pest control. 
plowing and seeding, while cultivation activit.es include;
 
breakdown of labor inputs can be found in Appendix III.
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37.

Type-and Region on 220 sample 
Irrigation Improvements, 1974-1975 

II 

I _ 

Region III 

Rice _ 

Average 

Rice 

Native Barley Tongill Native Barley Tongil Native Barley 

53.1 22.0 54.7 45.6 22.7 55.8 50.5 21.7 

46.6 36.5 51.0 51.1 54.0 46.9 53.4 46.3 

47.3 46.3 51.3 43.7 36.7 55.7 43,2 42.5 
147.0 -104.8 157.0 140.4 113.4 -158.4 147.1 110.5 

50.3 22.0 55.9 44.7 20.3 55.7 48.0 20.9 

48,3 35.8 46.7 48.3 51.4 44.8 51.9 44.7 
53.02 46.5 56.0 53.0 39.0 61.3 52.7 43.7 

151.6 104.3 158.6 146.0 110.7 161.8 152.6 109.3 

-5.3 - 2.2 -2.0 -10.6 -0.2 -5,0 -3.7 

3,6 -1.9 -8.4 -5.5 -4.8 -4.5 -2.8 -3.5 
12.1 0.4 9.2 21.3 6.3 10.1 22.0 2.8 
3.1 -0.5 1.0 4.0 -2.4 2.1 3.7 -1.1 

are in percent. 

seed bed cultivation and transplanting while cultivation 
In barley production, precultivation activities include;
 
weeding and pest and herbicide control. A more detailed
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3. 	Improvements in irrigation, which allow farmers to cultivate 'the 

new higher yielding varieties, increase labor requirements for
 

seed bed preparation and transplanting.
 

In the production of Tongil rice, sample farmers experienced
 

an increase in the demand for seed bed labor of 3.9 percent and
 

in transplanting labor of 2.3 percent.
 

4. 	IMprovements in irrigation structures allowed farmers to spend 

less time on water management activities auxing the rice culti

vation season. 

On the average, sample farmers devoted 2.8 hours less labor 

per 3:0 Are to water management in the priuction of Tongil and 

native rice. This riepresented a decline in irrigation labor 

requirements of 15.8. and 13.3 percent respectively. 

5. 	 Increases in yields ard area, planted,with the new varieties :in

creased the demand for-labor at the end of the Production season 

for both rice and barley. 

On the average, labor used for harvesting and transportation
 

increased on the sample farms 5.6 hours per 10 Are for Tongil and
 

9.5 hours per 10 Are for native rice. Increased labor requirements 

at this time, while partially offset by moving the growing season 

forward (Table 3.6), may still result in labor shortages between
 



the ricq harvest - barley planting period in October. One way 

of partially avoiding this potential bottle-neck is to-increase
 

drainage improvement activities in future projects. As indicated
 

in two, such improvements tend to decrease the labor required to
 

prepare and plant barley on double cropped paddy.
 

While changes in the general level of labor inputs tended to vary
 

with and without the projects by activity and region, overall labor
 

productivity, indicated by a decline in labor output ratios, incre

ased (Table 3.8)# On all farms surveyed, substantial increases in 

native rice yields accompanied by modest increases in labor inputs
 

led to an 23.0 percent increase in labor productivity. More modest
 

increases were experienced in labor productivity associated with
 

Tongil rice ar barley production. In the former case productivity 

ircreased 13.0 percent while in the latter it ree 8.5 percent.
 

The prominence of native rice varieties in the context of in

creasing labor productivity seems to be due to two factors. Prior 

to the projects native varieties were generally grown in partially
 

irrigated paddy, With the provision of full irrigation, yields which
 

in absolute terms were.relatively low tended to rise much more rapidly
 

than labor inputs. On the other hand, Tongil Vice cultivationj which
 

is much more dependent on adequate water supply, was grown prior to
 

W In this case labor productivity is measured in mab. hot11 
per kilogram of yield per 10 Are of paddy. 
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Table 

Item 


Without the project 
Precultivation 

activities 3/
 
Cultivation 

Harvesting & 

transportation
 
Total 


With the project 
Precultivation 

activities 

Cultivation 

Harvesting & 

transportation
 
Total 


Change
 
Precultivation 

activities 

cultivation-39 

Harvesting and 

transportation
 
Total 

Change in,.Labor Output Ratios
 

Korea Farms With and Without
 

1974 - 1975 / 

Region I Region 

Ricd Barley _ __Rice 

Tongil Native rTongil Native 

0.131 0.197 0.112 0.127 0.166
 

0.103 0.234 0.264 o.103 0.1.45 
0.135 0.144 0.242 0.130 0.148
 

0.369 0.575 0.618 o.360 0.459 

0.112 0.124 0.108 o.110 0.122 
0/
 

0.086 0.150 0.247 0.088 0.117
 
0.126 0.131 0.239 0.129 0.128
 

0.324 0.405 0.594 0.327 0.367
 

3.6 -26.5
-14.5 -37.1 - -13.4 

2/
 

6-
-6.7 - 9.0 - 1.2 - 8.0 -13.5 

- - -20.0-12.2 -29.6 3.9 9.2 

_/ Estimates are in man hours of labor per kilogram of 

includes both naked and common barley. 
Precultivation activities for rice include; plowing 

activities include; irrigation, weeding and pest control. In
 

plowing and seeding, while cultivation activitics Include weeding 

of labor inputs can be found,in Appendix TII. 
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3.8 

by Type and Region -on220 Sample
 
Irrigation Improvements,
 

II Region III Average 

Barley Barley ' ce Barley
Tongil Native Tongil Native
 

0.117 0.131 0.144 0.121 0.130 0.169 0.116 

0.194 0.122 0.162 0.287* 0.109 0.179 0.247 
0.246 0.123 0.138 0.195 0.129 0.144 0.227 

0.557 0.376 0.444 0.603 0.368 0.492 0.590 

0.109 0.109 0.111 0.098 0.110 0.119 0.104
 

0.177 0.091 0.120 0,248 0.089 0.129 0.221
 
0.230 0.109 0.132 U.188 0.121 0.131 0.215
 

0.516 0.309 0.363 0.534 0.320 0.379 0.540
 

- 6.8 -16.8 -22.9 -19.0 -15.4 -29.6 -10.3 

- 8.8 -25.4 -25.9 -13.6 -18.3 -27.9 -10.5 
- 6.5 -11.4 - 0.4 -3.6 -6.2 -9.0 - 5.3 

" 7.4 -17.8 -18.2 -11.4 -13.0 -23.0 - 8.5
 

output, while changes are inpercent.
 

seed bed cultivation and transporting while cultivation 
barley production precultivation activities include; 
and pest and herbicide control. A more detailed breakdown 
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the projects on fully irrigated paddy. Improvements in the irrigation 

system associated with the projects expanded the paddy area available 

for Tongil production and increased Tcngil yields. These yield in

creeses, however, were not ab significant as those experienced in 

native rice because of their relatively high initial levels. As 

such, labor productivity did not tend to increase as much in the 

case of the latter as itdid in the fermer. The actual increases 

in yields ass6ciated with the sub-pfojects are discussed in a later 

section. 

A word of caution is in order when iterperting these productivity 

estimates. There is some indication that the increases experienced 

may have been generated not only by project related improvements but 

also by increases in the use of farm machines to supplement human 

labor (Table 3.9). In the villages where the sample farmers resided, 

the use of power machinery tended to increase sustantially during 

the year while mranualf mr,.nines and animal power' declined or remained 

relatively stable. A substitution of machine power for human and 

animal labor was evident during the precultivation period with the 

number of power tillers owned by farmers increasing in absolute terms 

222.1 percent during 1974. During the same period draft animals in

creased only 7.7 percent. 

A similar trend was ovidbnt at the close of the harvest season. 
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Here, the number of power rice threshers and barley threshers tended
 

to increase 159.2 and 164.6 percent respectively while the number
 

TABLE 3.9
 

Absolute Percentage Increase in Farni Machinery
 
Owned by Farmers in Sample Korea Villages, 1974-1975 

Type of Farm Absolute Percentage Increase 
Machinery Region I Region II Region III Average 

Draft cattle 5.4 18.1 -4.8. 7.7 
Ox carts 5.1 6.7 - 5.8 
Motor tillers 12 .9 339.3 235.0 222.1 
Rear carts 37.9 143.8 84.4 73.6 
Rice threshers (manual) -1).8 -46.2 -20.9 -31.8 
Rice threshers (power) 96.!, 172.0 181.3 159.2 
Parley threshers 64..3 189.9 153.3 164.6 
Power .pumps 8 _ 41.0 111.8 63.6 

of manual rice threshers declinid 31.8 percent. The greatest con

centration of growth in machinery use was in Region II and III.
 

This might suggest that the exccsr demand for labor which would
 

normally occur at the beginning and end of the rice production sea

son has been partially overcome by substituting machine for human.
 

power in both these regions. This may providu a partial explanation
 

for the ability of farmers to maintain the relatively high double
 

cropping ratios present in the regions (Table 3.4).
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TABLE 

Change in Fertilizer Application Rates and 
on 220 Sample Korean Farms With and Without 

Region I Region 

Item Rice Rice
 

Tongil Native Barley Tongil
 

Without the project
 
Chemical 35.8 35.7 38.3 37.8 
fertilizer / 
Compost 878 786 728 905 
Production 5.7 5.0 - 6.0 
chemicals /
 

With the project
 
Chemical 42.0 43.0 42.2 45.8
/fertilizer 
Compost 911 789 751 794 
Pioduction 5.5 7.0 - 10.0 
chemicals ,/ 

Change (percent) 
"Chemical 17.3 20.4 10.2 21.2. 

fertiliz.er 3. 
Compost 3.8 0.4 3.2 -12.3 
Production -0.2 2.0 - 4.0 
chemicals / 

I/ Estimates of chemical fertilizer and compost with and 
production chemicals are in terms of the numbor of application 
are in terms of percent while production chemicals are the 

2/ Includes both naked and common barley. 
I/ Chemical fertilizers include N.P. and K. A finer break 

is presented in Appendix IV. 
on Production chemicals includ , insecticides, vasticides 

ponensaby type and region can be found in Appendix 
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3.10. 

Number of Applications of Production Chemicals
 
Irrigat .on Improvements by Region, 1974-1975 _/
 

II Region III Average 

Rice Rice
 
Native Barley Tongil 1 Native Barley Tongil Native Barley 

34,9 35.4 3p.2 29.7 31.4 36.3 33.4 35.0 

935 1,054 720 655 597 834 792 793 
6.9 - 7.0 7.7 - 6.2 6.5 

39.4 40,0 42.1 34.2 37.0 43.3 38.9 39.7 

933 1,056 771 745 734 825 822 847 
10,7 - 9.7 10.7 - 8.4 .. 9.5 

12.9 13,0 19.6 15.2 17.8 19.3 16.5 13.4 

-0.2 0.2 7.1 13.7 22.9 -1.1 3,8 6.8 
3.8 - 2.7 3.0 2.2 3.0 

without the projects, are in kilograms per 10 Are, while
 
per year. The change in chemical fertiliser and cmpost
 
change in the number of applications.
 

down of each of these components by type and the region 

and horbicides. Application rates for each of these corn
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Increases \in paddy acreage and improvements in irrigation facili

ties also led to changes in factor inputs other than labor and macli

nery. For example, sample farms increased chedical fertilizer appli

cations 19.3 percent on Tongil rice, 16.5 percent on native rice and 

13.4 percent on barley (Table 3.10). On a regional basis, increases 

in fertilizer use tended to be highest in the middle and southern 

regions with respect-to Tongil rice production and least in the nor

thern region. This would agree with the more intensive cropping of 

Tongil rice in these "former regions following completion of the pro

jects (See Table 3.4). 

In general, increases in the rate of compost application by 

sample farmers tended to be rather stable in the northern region, 

decline in the midd .e region and increase in the southern region, 

Increases in the use of compost in this latter region moat likely 

resulted from farmers attempting to improve the composition of paddy 

soils following the extensive paddy rearrangent activities which 

occurred in the project areas. In the middle region, declines in 

compost application with respedt to paddfy used in Tongil production 

were offset by a sharp increase in the application rate of chemical 

fertilizers. 

With respect to the use of production chemicals, such as pesti

cidess insecticides and herbicides, sample farmers tended to apply 
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these chemicals more often following the projects. Increases in the
 

number "of applications tended to be more prominent in the production
 

of native varieties than Tongil in all region except the middle'region.
 

Here, approximately _f#ur more applications were recorded on the sample
 

farms for both varieties following project completion. The reason for 

such an increase cannot be determined from the survey data and requires' 

further' study. 

Changes in Agricultural Yields 

Increases in paddy crop yields are one of the most important 

effects generated by irrigation improvements. On all sample farms, 

the average 1974 rice yields tended to be lower than the loatienal 

average of 371 kilograms per 10 Are. Comparing the weighted average 

yields of rice per hectare in the project areas with the national 

average, project yields tended to be 15.6 percent (313.2)Kg. per la) 

lower than the nation' s. 

In the first year of crop production after completion of the 

projects, avetage yields from all of the sample farms increased 

(Table 3.11).' Major increases occurred in native rice, 104.7 kilo

grams per 10 Are or 35.0 percent, in Tongil rice, 74.9 kilograms or 

17.4 percent and in white potatoes, 151.5 kilograms or 11.7 percent. 

With respect to rice, these increases resulted in yields above those 
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TABLE 3. 11 

The Absolute Increase in Paddy Crop Yields With
 

Improvements in Irrigation, 220 Sample Korean
 
Farms, 1975 j/ 

Regon I Region II Region III Average 

Paddy Crops Yield % i Yield % in- Yield %in- Yield % in
crease crease crease crease
 

Without the project

1974Rice - Tongil 451.4 100.0 421.1 100.0-418.0 100.0 430.2 100.0 

Native 267.4 100.0 313.2 100.0 315.7 100.0 298.8 100.0
 

Average Yield 275.5 100.0 3244. 100.0 339.7 100.0 313.2 100.0
 

Barley - Common 183.8 100.0 187.3 100.0 186.3 100.0 .185.8 100.0 
Naked - - 184.2 100.0 189.9 100.0 187.1 100.0 

White Potatoes - - 1,291.0 100.0- 1,291.0 100.0 

With the project
 
- 1975
 

Rice - Tongil 498.9 110.5 503.6 119.6 512.8 122.7 505.1 117.4
 
Native 395.6 147.9 412.8 131.8 402.2 127.4 .403.5 135.0
 

Average Yield 422.7 153.4 463.3 142.8 465.8 137.1 450.6 143.9
 

Barley - Common 190.6 103.7 201.7 107.7 206.8 11n. 199.7 107.9
 
Naked - - 203.0 110.2 208.3 109.7 205.7 109.9
 

White Potatoes - ,442.5 111.7 - - 1,42.5-111.7-

Change - 1974 
to 1975 

Rice - Tongil 47.5 10.5 82.5 19.6 94.8 22.7 74.9 17.4 
Native 128.2 47.9 99.6 31.8 86.5 27.4 104.7 35.0 

Average Yield 147.2 53.4 138.9 42.8 126.1 37.1 137.1 43.9 

Barley - Common 6.8 3.7 14.4 7.7 '20.5 11.0 13.9 7.9 
Naked - - 18.8 10.2 18.4 9.7 18.6 9.9 

White Potatoes 151.5 11.7 - - 151.5 11.7 

i/ All yield estimates are in kilograms of polished grain per 10 Are. 
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experienced at the national level in 1974.
 

As would be expected, there was an inverse relationship between 

the growth in Tongil and native ricb yields. The farther south the 

project area the greater were the yield increawo associated with 

Tongil rice, while the farther north the greater the increase in 

native yields. For example, in the northern provinces of Region I, 

Tongil yields increased 47.5 kilograms while native rice-yields in

creased 128.2 kilograms per 10 Are. In the'southern provinces of 

Region III, the opposite wai true with Tongil yields increasing 94.8 

kilograms and native rice yields increasing 86.5 kilograms. 

These rather iow increases in Tongil production in the northern
 

region may suggest the presence of additional constraints other than 

irrigation which are limiting produntion. Because of the tendency 

for the yi plti t. lIncrease the further south you go, climatic condi

tions are indicated as a constraining factcr. In addition to this,
 

however farmers in the southern provinces of region III have 1een 

grcwing the new vaireties longd' and over a wider area. It would 

seem logical to assume that thb information and inputs needed to 

cultivate the new varieties would be more available in these areas. 

In the northern provinces where the area planted in Tongil has been
 

small, information and inputs required for cultivation may be lacking
 

and thus presenting an additional constraint on the growth in yields.
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Table 

The Absolute Increase,
 

Gaused by Irrigation
 
Region, 220 Sample Korean 

By Crops 
Region I' 

Absoltte Natural 
Increase Increase 

Net 
Change 

Region 

Absolute National: 
Increase Increase 

Rice-Tongil 
Native 

10.5 4.2 
47.9 

6.3 
43.7 

19.6 
31.8 

5.0 

Barley-Common 
Naked 

3.7 
-

4.1 
-

-0.4 
-

7.7 
10.2 

1.3 
1.8 

White Potatoes - - 11.7 4.6 

'/ All estimates are in percent. 
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3.12 

Natural Increase and Yield Increase
 
Improvements by Crop Variety and
 
Farms, 1975 ]_/ 

II Region III Average
 

Net Absolute Natural iNet Absolute Natural Net 
Change Increase Increase ;Change Increase Increase Change 

14.6 22.7 2.3 20.4 7.4 3.8 13.6
 

26.8 27.4 25.1 35.0 31.2
 

6.4 11.0 0.3 10.7 7.5 5.6 1.9 
8.4 9.7 2.. ! 9.3 9.9 7.0 2.9
 

7.1 - - 11.7 4.6 7.1 
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This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that in the northern 

provinces of Region I yields of native rice, which presumably are 

not constrained by the level of information or inputs, rose quite 

sharply with improvements in the water supply. Whatever the reason.
 

.for these differences more information is need to isolate the cause
 

or causes.
 

The yield increases shown in Table 3.11 do not result exclusively 

from improvements in irrigation facilities but contain a certain 

natural growth component which would have occurred even without the 

projects. To determine the actual or net increase in yields which 

can be attributed to the projects, these natural yield increase have 

to be subtracted from the total increase experienced in the project 

areas. Due to the absence of yield data from control farms, composit 

estimates of the average yearly increase or decrease in yields experi

enced in the Gun (county) where the projects were located were deve

loped using 1969-1975 time series data. These estimates were assumed
 

to equal the natural increases in yields which would have occurred
 

even without the projects. When aggregated to the regional level 

and subtracted from the overall increases (Table 3.11), the "pure" 

yield effects associated with the projects were isolated (Table 3.12). 

Examining the "pure" yield effects experienced on all sample 

farms, native rice still retained the number one position, increasing 
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31.2 percent during the first year of production. This is followed 

by increases in Tongil yields of 13.6 percent and increases in
 

potato yields of 7.1 percent. One might Argue that because of the
 

relatively strong yields response associated with white potato pre

duction that this crop should play a more dominent role in the plan

ning of future cropping patterns to be promoted in small scale irri

gation projects. 

The relationship between Tongil and native rice increases,
 

previously discussed, also tended to show up in the calculation of
 

the "pure" yield effects. In the provinc6e in the northern region, 

Tongil yields increased only 6.3 percent while the yields of native 

varieties increased 43.7 percent. In the provinces in the southern 

region the growth in Tongil yields rose to 20.4 percent while the
 

grcowth in yields associated with native rice production declined to
 

25.1 percent.
 

Common barley yields also tended to follow the basic trend
 

associated with Tongil yields. In the northern provinces of Region I
 

sample farmers registered declines of -0.4 percent in yields while
 

farmers in the southern provinces of Region III experlenced a 10.7
 

percent increase. In the former rgion, the decline in barley yields
 

might be associated with increases in native rice production.
 

Increases in labor required during the rice harvesting season may
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have caused delays in the planting of barley thus generating the lower
 

yields. In the middle and southern provinces, where the climate is 

milder, reasonable delays of this nature would not have as great an 

impact on yields as in the northern provinces. Also in these latter 

.two region, the substitution of machinery power for human labor during 

the harvest period was significant and may have eased any labor supply 

problems which may have arisen.
 

The reader is cautioned 'in reviewing these yield increases to 

remember that they constitute the yield responses which have occurred
 

during the first year of paddy production. In the future, they are 

likely to rise, even more significantly, as farmers become more 

accustomed to the new facilities and as soil textures improve, These 

future increases depend heavily on the type of development plans indi

vidual farmers have for the future. These plans are discussed belev. 

Farmer' s Attitudes Toward 
Future Development 

In conjunction with the questions asked concerning land use and 

production changes during the survey, additional questions concern 

farmers plans for future development and the constraints which they
 

saw limiting this development were asked. When asked if they had 

specific plans for future improvements 45.0 percent responded affirm

atively, while 55 percent replied that they had no future plans 
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(Table 3.13). kxamining the responses of all sample farmers, the great

est emphasis for future development is to be placed on the introduction 

of new high yielding varieties of rice. On the average 20.0 percent
 

of those questioned said that they plan to introduce these varieties 

in the near future. Responses on a regional basis tended to be in

versely proportional to increases in the area planted in Tongil pre

sented in Table 3.5. For example, the highest response rate occurred
 

in the northern provinces of Region I where the increase in area 

planted in Tongil was the least. In the southern provinces of the
 

Region III just the opposite was true,
 

The second largest affirmative response, 6.9 percent, was for the 

introduction of coamunal fertilizer and pesticide application. This 

response tended to be heavily weighted by a strong interest of farmers 

in the middle provinces of region II. Here, 12.0 percent of all 

farmers surveyed answered that they wished to organize such activities. 

As indicated previously, this was the only region which showed posi

tive increases in labor inputs during rice cultivation (Table 3.7).
 

When combined with the above response rate, this may indicate the pre

sence of a labor shortage during the cultivation season. This conclu

sion however, must be tempered with the realization thr.t local govern

ment units in the region have recently put on a campaign to pirmot e hu 

introduction of canmunal farming practices. 
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TABIE 3.3 

Percent of Farmers Having Positive Development Plans 
by Type of Development and Region, • 220 Sample Farms, 

Korea, 1975 

Region Region RegionI Average
Type of development I II III 

20.0Introduction of new high 27.3 20.1 .12.4 

yielding varieties - rice 

Increase in the double .6.0 2.3 6.2 4.8
 
cropping ratio
 

Increase in farm 5.4 4.9 2.5 4.3
 
machanization
 

Communal fertilizer and 3.8 12.0 4.9 6.9
 
pesticide application
 

2.5 3.8
3oil improvement 2.6 6.3 

Introduction of cash crops 2.7. 2.6 8.6 4.6 

1.7 - - 0.6Other 


Sub-Total 49.6 48.6 37.1 45.0
 

No planned improvements 50.5 51.7 62.9 55.0
 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0Total 
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Two development issues, the introduction of cash crops and in

creases in the double cropping ratio registered third amongst the 

most common postitive responses. With respect to the latter acti

vity, 5.0 percent of all farmers interviewed rank this as their 

I to be
major development goal. Affirmative responses t 


strongest in the southern provinces of Region III where climateic
 

are most favorable for the production of such crops. Onconditions 

the issue of increased double croppinga similar number of farmers, 

.5.0 percent, responded affirmatively. The strongest responses, 6.0 

and 6.2 percent, seemed to occure in the northern provinces of Region 

I and the southern provinces of Region III. In the former region, 

the double cropping ratio 	increased the least of all three regions
 

In 	 region, where the ratio infollowing the projects. the latter 

creased 18.3 points, the emphasis placed on.drainage improvement may 

greater improvements.have created conditions for even 

Because of the importance placed on the improvement of the double

question concerning the
cropping ratio in project 	plans, a second 


felt in their attempts to improve this
 
constraints which farmers 


of the sample farratio was also asked. In general, 56.8 percent 


mers responded that they were constrained in improving their double

(Table 3.14). The remaining 43.2 percent felt they

cropping ratio 

had no problems.
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TABE' 3.14
 

Percent of Farmers Who Felt Some Constraints on
 
Improving Their Double-Cropping Ratios by Type
 
of Constraint and Region, 220 Sample Korean
 

Farms, 1975 

Region Region Average
Type of Region 

constraint. I II II 

Poor drainage 29.9 33.2 39.6 35.8 

Labor shortage 2.5 3.5 6.2 5.1 

Capital shortage * 33.3 4.8 

Wuather 26.5 * * 7.5 

4.3 1.0 3.6Others 2.1 


40.9 62.4 56.8
Sub-Total 67.1 


37..6 43.2
No constraints 32.9 51.1 


100.0 1 00.0Total 100.0 100.0 


*Less than 1 percent
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In all three regions, responses seemed to be dominated by poor 

drainage. Of all farmers asked this question, 35.18 percent responsed 

in this manner. Resposes tended,to become stranger moving from the 

northern provinces of Region I to,the southern provinces of Region III. 

It is interesting to note tbat even in this latter region where drai

nage improvements were emphasized, the. responses of sample -farmers 

indicated that drainage was still a problem. This was also true, but
 

to a lesser extent in the northern provinces of Region I and the middle 

provinced of Region !I, where 29.9 and 33.2 percent of the sample fai

mer, felt that drainage was a problem. 

Other censtrainte tended to vary by 'regioqi; As woild be expected, 

weather was considered by farmers in the northern provinces of Region
 

I to be the greatest constraining factor on double cropping. In the
 

southern provinces of Region III, capital was the second most men

tioned constraint. Given the relatively high doublb-cropping ratio
 

already practiced by farmers in this region and theiredesire for
 

further intensification, the level of this response.would seem reason

ablei Increases in the capital supply available to tho sample farmers
 

in the region would in all probability be used for mechanization to
 

relieve labor shortages. Slightly more than 6 percent of the farmers
 

in the region indicated this as a constraint to increased double
 

cropping.
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A Comprison Between the
 
Physical Effects of the Investment
 

and the Planned Effects
 

In the 1973 preinvestment analysis, a variety of assump

tions were made concerning the effect of the investments on
 

the size of benefited area, changes in cropping patterns and
 

yields. After one year of production, it would seem reasonable
 

to hypothesize that the realized benefited area should equal
 

the planned area and that the actual changes in cropping 

patterns and yields should be lower than those anticipated.
 

This latter point is based on the premise that it normally
 

tnkes farmers 2 *r 3 years because of soil, technological afid 

input constraints, to reach anticipated production levels. 

Examining the planned and realized benefited area associ

ated with the eleven sampled projects, tha first hypothdsis
 

above seems to be partially substantiated (Table 3.15). In 

only one sub-project area, a-gi, was there a substantial change
 

between the planned and realized area. Here, the realized
 

area was only 71.2 percent that of the planned area. In all 

other areas the planned and realized area were approximately
 

the same.
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TABLE 3.15 

Planned arid Realized Benefited Aree Associated With 1 Land 
and Water Develepment Project Areas, Korea,, 1974-1975 l/ 

Planned Realized 
Project and Region A req I | rca 

Ha----

Region I 
Gae-won 115.0 115.3 100.3 
Cheung-ryong 277.0 277,.0 100.0 
Yeo-Ju 180.0 187.5 104.2 
Gun-am 288.0 288.0 100.0 
Sub-total 860.0 867.8 100.9 

Region II 
Do-bong 
An-deok 

78.1 
201.0 

75.0 
201.0 

96.0 
100.0 

Jang-ha 231.0 231.0 100.0 
Sung-su 
Sub-tttal 

631.0 
1,141.1 

631.0 
1,138.0 

100.0 
99.7 

Region III
 
Song-wol 70.0 70.0 100.0 
Oh-ryu 150.0 150.0 100?O
 
Ha-gi 553.0 393.9 71.2 
Sub-total 773.0 613,9 79.4
 

TOTAL,* 2,774.1 2,619.7 94.4
 

_/ Planned estimates are taken from MAF, AID Loan Apliu
ation "Supplementary" As Requested by AID (The Government of 
the Republic 4-f Korea, December, 1973), pp.29-30, while reali
zed area is calculated from the 1976 sample survey. 



Unlike the estimates of project area, a comparison of 

the double cropping ratios which appeared in the initial 

plans and those developed from the survey data did show some 

variability (Table 3.16). Divergence between the two series
 

occurred in both the with and without project estimates.
 

In the without project estimates, the initial plans overesti

mated the ratios in northern provinces of Region I and under

estimated the ratios in the middle and southern provinces of
 

Region II and III. In the with project estimates, the planned
 

ratios underestimated the double cropping ratio. in Region I
 

.and II and overestimated it.in'Region III. It should be
 

remembered that the survey ratios only estimate the double
 

cropping ratios after one year of production. In all prob

ability, as the intensity of cultivation increases after 1975
 

(Table 3.13) the differences .letween the planned and realized 

ratios will lessen.
 

To examine this likelihood target ratios were developed 

by adding the 1974 double cropping ratios developed from 

survey data to the planned changes which appeared in the
 

initial documents. These target ratios where then compared
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TABLE 3.16
 

Change in the Planned and Realized Dbuble Cropping Ratios
 
Based on Rice Barley Paddy Area in 11 Land and Water Development
 

Project Areas, Koreay
 

Sub-Project " 
and Without Protect With Project haRe 

Region Planned Realized Planned Realized Planded Realized
 

Region I
 
Gae-won 100.6 113.9
100.0 100.0 13.3 
Cheung-ryong 105.7 11..9 109.7 130.7 4.0 18.8 
Yeo-ju 104.5 100.0 110.0 
 111.1 5.5 11.1
 
Gun-am 120.6 109.7
1O.0 104.9 -10.9 4.9
 
Average 107.8 
 106.2 110.3 114.2 2.5 8.0 

Region II
 
Do-bong 129.5 139.0 150.0 150.1 21.5 11.1 
An-deok l4.5 

Jang-ha 112.1 141.1 110.8 152.8 -1.3 11.7 

178.9 124.9 184.7 10.5 5.8
 

Sung-su 139.9' 150.4 184.9 168.2 50.0 17.8
 
Average 132.7 151.7 157.0 
 166.8. 24.3 15.1
 

Ra ;3on III 
'SoIig-wo ii 140.0 157.2 180.0 191.4 40.0 34.2 
Oh-ryu 140.1 46.0 179.5 167.9 19.6 21.9
 
Ha-gi 140.0 1518 185.0. 165.9 45.0 14.1
 
Average 140.1 151.0 183.6 169.3 43.5 18.3
 

L_/ Planned estimates are from MAF, AID Loan Application "Supplermentary" As Requested by AID,
PP-32-34 , while realized estimates are cdiculated from the 1976 sample survey. 



with the after project ratios developed fro the survey data 

to..determine if the in-iial planned changesseemed reasonable.
 

This comprarison indicated that the target ratios will most
 

likely be exceeded in the northern and middle provinces of
 

Region I and II and fall short in the southern provinces of
 

.Region III. -In iRegion I the target.ratiowas 107.8 while the 

survey ratio was 114.2 cr 6,4 points higher. In Region II 

the target was 157.0 %here as the present ratio is 166.8. 

RIn
egion III,' the hypothetical target was 183.6, while the
 

survey ratio was 169.3, a difference of 18.3 points. It may
 

be difficult to reach this latter tharget level even after the
 

two to three year period following the completion of the pro

jects.
 

As Table 3.17 indicates, the rice yields which were thought
 

to exist in the project areas in 1974 when compared to the
 

survey yields tended to be slightly high in Region I and low
 

in Region II and III. In all regions, the planned yield
 

responses tended to be lower than these actually realized.
 

The survey results indicate that rice yields were 3.2, 17.3
 

and 21.8 percent high during the first year of production
 

than those planned in Region I through III respectively.
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TIBLE 3.17 

A Comparison Between Rice and Barley Yield Planned and
 
Realized After One Year's Production in l1.and and
 

Water Develcpment Project Area, KoreaJ

Sub-Project 

Area and 


Region 


Region I
 
Gae-won 

Cheung-ryang 

Yeo-ju 

Gun-am 

Average 


Region II
 
Do-bong 

An-deok 

Jang-ha 

Sung-su 


..:verage 


Region III
 
Song-wol 

Oh-ryu 

Ha-gi 

Average 


1975 Survey Yields As a percent 
% of 1973 Planned Yields 
iRice Barley 

Before After Before 1:fter 

77.1 103.6 94.7 87.9
 
113.8 110.6 - I 
105.9 106.6 - 84.4 
92.3 91.8 - I 84.8 
97.3 103.2 94.7 85.7 

93.7 111.1 72.4 69.6
 
100.0 125.1 76.6 73.7
 
119.5 119.3 97.5 97.7
 
108.6 113.5 81.1 74.2
 
105.5 117.3 76.9 73.8
 

97.0 119.1 78.5 75.5
 
125.9 120.8 77i2 I 76.9.
 
108.7 125.5 76.6 I 76.8
 
109.5 121.8 77.4 76.4
 

-l
 

i/ Planned yields are taken from MAF, AID Loan Applic
ation for Expansion of Irrigation Facilities Pro1ect (Republic
 
of Korea, December, 1973), pp. 29-30, while the realized yields
 
are from the 1976 survey.
 



These substantial increases most likely resulted from a much
 

more rapid introduction of the higher yielding varieties in
 

the project areas. Apparently,.such variety changes were
 

not considered in the initial yield estimates.
 

The planned barley yields tended to be overestimated in
 

all regions both before and after project completion. In 

the northern provinces, the planned estimates tended to-ub 5 

percent overestimated before the project and 14 percent after. 

In the middle and southern provinces of RegiQn II and Region 

III, berley yields were overestimated b1y about 24 percent both 

before and after the projects. Errors in these estimates 

may have been caused by problems which existed .n Korea's barley 

statistics reperting system during the. period. These probien 

have recently be" reduced by a complete readjustment of the 

statistics.
 

The unplanned hieid increase, in -ricementioned above tended to 

over ahadow. the rather week barley. responses. This shows up in 

the ca .culation of the net income streams and the IRR's assoc

iated with each project. These are discussed in Part IV below.
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PRT IV
 

THE NET INCOME STREA S .AND IRR' S
 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE S''i ILE
 

PROJECT AREiS,
 

The rather substantial increases in. rice yields, discussed
 

in Part III, led to increases in the net agricultural income 

generated in each of the sampled.project. These increases
 

and the IRR's associated with them are discussed in this
 

section.
 

The secti6n opens with an examination of the net income 

by anstreams'asseciated with each.project. This is followed 

discussion of the various IRR s developed in the study. . The 

section closes with an evaluation of the indirect benefit3 

generated by the projects which were net used in the calcula

tion of the IRR's. 

.Changes in Nat
 
Agricultural Income
 

In each of the sampled project areas, a positive increase
 

in net agricultural iAcome was evident. Examining all eleven 

project, this amounted to slightly more than 547 million won
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per year, ranging from 12.5 million won in the Do-bong sub-project 

area to 90.9 million won in the Gun-am project area (Table 4.l)d 

This overall increase resulted from a rather substantial increase 

in gross agricultural receipts and only modest increases in prbduction 

costs. From 1974 to 1975, the former increased 777.2 million won or 

46.0 percent, while the later increased only 230.1 million won or 279 

percent. When viewed in terms of the ratio of gross income to produc

tion costs, this rose from 2.05 won in 1974 to 2.34 won in 1975. This 

meant that farmers in the project areas tended to receive 14.1 percent,
 

more gross income per won invested in production inputs in 1975 than
 

in 1974.
 

On a per hectare basis, the investment in land and water develop

ment tended to generate an increase in net income of 163 thousand won
 

per hectare (Table 4.2). The lowest average per hectare increase,
 

159.8 thousand won per hectare, was recorded in the northern provinces
 

of Region I, while the largest increase 214.2 thousad won per hectare,
 

was in the southern provinces of Region III. 

These increases when combined with the capital investment and 

yearly operating and maintenance costs from the basic income streams
 

required to calculate the IRR's associated with each project. These
 

are examined below.
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TABLE 4.1 

Net Increase In Agricultural Incomes. Resulting From Land and 
Water Development Investments in 1 Sample Project Areas, Korea, 1976 

Sub- Without. Project With Project Net 
Project 
area & 

Gross 
income 

Produc-'
ition" 

Net 
income 

Gross 
income 

kroduc-
tion 

Net 
income 

incre
ase 2_ 

region o , cost cost 

egion I
Gao-won 44,928 28,455 16,473 8,728 35,7$7 52,971 36,498 

Cheung- 149,965 77,937 72,028 244,840 102,652 142,188 67,160, 
ryong I 

Yeo-Ju 59,367 23,725 35,642 .115,981 54,266 61715 26,073 

Gun-am 39,884 !20,838 J9,046 201,266 91,335 109931 90,885 

Sub-Total 294,144 f50,955 143,189 650,815 204;oo 366,805 220,616 

Region i" 

Do-bong 55,254 31,479 25o179 68,712" 31,052 37,660 12,481 

An-dook 141,839 78,158 63,681 219,8:37 9569 124,148 60,467 

Jung-ha 10,023 ;,90,528. 90.495 228,933 103,925 125,008 34,513
1I 

Sung-su 523,401 P31,223 292,178 651,347 270,704 3809363 88,185 

Sub-Total 901,017 431,388 471,533 2;164629 501,450 667,179 195,646
 

Region III 

Sons-wal 50,554: 28,397 22,157 72,515 31.,836 40,690 18,533 

Oh-ruy 110,44 :57,062 53,382 154,854 66,290 88,564 35,182 

Ha-El 329,538 1156,147 173,391 420,975 170,488 250,487 77,096 

Sub-Total 490,536 r4l,606 248,930 '648,355 268,614 379,741 130,811 

TOTAL 1,690/01j823'949 866,652 2,467,799 ;05Y74 2a13725 547,073 

1/ A11 monetary estimates are in tiousand 1975 won, calculated using 
s .aduv prices where appropriate. 

31 A more detailed breakdown of these increases are found in 
Appendix IV. 
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TIBLE 4.2 

Increase in Net Agricultural Income Per Hectare of Paddy .Resulting 
from Land and Water Development Investments in 11 Sample Project Areas, 

Korea, 19761/ 

Without Project With Project 
Planted 

Area 
Totql Not 
Project 

Net 
Income 

Planted 
Area 

Total Net 
Project 

Net 
Income 

Increase 
Per 

(Ha) Inc me Per Ha (Ha) Income Per Ha Ha 

Region I
 
Gae-won 97.5 16,473 169.0 115.3 52,971 459.4 290.4
 
Cheung-ryong 227.9 72,028 316.0 277.0 142,188 513,3 197.3
 
Yeo-ju 88.2 35,642 404.1 88.2 46,125 523.0 U8.0
Gun-am 68.2 19,046 279.3 -288.0 109,931 381.7 102.4 
Sub-total 481.8 143,189 297.2 768.5 351,215 457.0 159.8 

Region II
 
Do-bong 75.0 25,179 335.7 75.0 32,660 502.1 166.4
 
An-deok 178,4 63,681 357.0 201.0 124,148 617.7 260.?
 
Jang-ha 231.0 90,495 391.8 231.0 125,008 541.2 149.4
 
Sung-su 631.0 292.178 463.0 631.0 580,363 602,8 139.8
 
Sub-total 1,115.4 471,533 422.8 1,138.0 667,179 586.3 163.6
 

Region III 
Song-wol 70.0 22,157 316.5 70.0 40,690 581.3 264.8 
Oh-ryu 151.7 53,383 351.9 150.0 88,564 590.4 238.5 
Ha-gi 393.9 173,391 440.2 393.9 250,487 635.9 195.7
 
Sub-total 615.6 248,931 404.4 613.9 379,741 618.6 214.2
 

TOTAL 2',212.8 866.652 391.7 2,520.4 11,398,135 554.7 163.0
 

/ 	 All monetary estimates are in thousand 1975 won, calculated using.-shadow prices 
were appropriate. 



IRR' s Associated with the 

Sampled PFroects 

The internal rate of return associated with total project invest

ments were calculated for each project area using shadow and domestic
 

prices. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 4.3.
 

Assuming international prices these ratep tended to vary from
 

0.56 in the Gae-won pto46ct area to 19.39 in Cheung-ryong. The low 

rate of return in Gae-won was a direct result of relatively high. 

construction costs. In this area the presence of unfavorable soil 

conditions inflated investment costs to 3.1 million won per hectare.i/ 

In Do-bong project.area, investment costs were relatively reasonable 

averaging 1.3 railli6n'won per hectare, the per hectare net income 

generated by the project was the lowest recorded amongest the eleven
 

projects. In Oh-ryu project area, relative high investment costs of
 

1.7 million won per hectare resulted in a rather modest IR of 10.69.
 

An examination of the IRR s with respect to the type of major 

facility constructed, did not provide a clear indication of the pro

ductivity of reservoir facilities over pumping .stations or.vice versa. 

On a regional basis,'projects in'the sourthern'provinces of Region III 

did seem to be slightly less proauctive than those in the other two 

1/ The pregence of large amounts of sand and gravel in the 
area hampered the conStruction of the reservoir and required that 
irrigation canals be lines in some areas and thpt reclaimed pnd 
consolidated paddy soils be stqeng'thened with' clhy. 
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TABLE 4.3
 

The IRR' s Associated with Land and Water Development
 
Investments In 11 Sample Prject Area, Korea,
 

19761/
 

Domestic Prices
 
International Pri e Total Investment P ID Investment 
Total AID 

Region Investment Investment Planned Realized Planned Realized 

Region I 
Gae-won 8.56 25.56 8.22 13.21 21.08 40.64 
Cheung-ryong 19.39 39.91 15.01 27.92 33.33 50.00 + 
Yeo-ju 12.86 13.33 22.14 17.39 29.05 18.06 
Gun-am 19.04 50.00 + 13.20 23.74 31.23 50.00 + 

Region II 
Do-bong 9.81 13.97 8.72 19.52 9.99 27.53 
An-deok 18.64 42.05 18.68 29.48 40.65 50.00 + 
Jang-ha 13.55 23.12 23.32 23.41 41.67 43.61 
Sung-su 18.42 31.42 28.44 27.05 50.00 + 50.00 + 

Region III 
Song-wol 13.66 18.61 7.97 17.94 9.39 ?4.39 
Oh-ryu 10.69 24.63 14.64 16.68 29.85 37.92 
Ha-gi 12.59 40.15 50.00 + 18.06 50.00 + 50.00 + 

i/ rlanned estimates are taken from MAF, AID Loan Application "Supplqmentary" Ag
Requested By AID (Seoul, The Government of the Republic or Korea, December, lMf), pp .52 
Realized estimates are from the sample siirvey. 
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regiohs, This~ might be attributed to the slow increase in the double 

cr3pping ratio and modest:increases in the yield of netive rice which 

cccurred in this region. These causcsi however, represent only tenta

tive c-nclusions end should be examined more closely. 

An atteni.t was made to exandn.z, the rate of return associated with 

only the AID investment. These rc L.uz of retur hlave very little meaning 

and were calculated to lacilitate a comparion ;;iti those calculated in 

the preinvestment an.Ysia. 3ecause of the c.:lex nature of the cons

tructionr process and the investment strea: associated with: it, it was 

assuuned the AID loan funds constituted project investments expended
 

during 1974. This assumption most likely cver estimates AID's portion 

of the investments since iome funds fr6m MAF were used during~the year.
 

These latter investments, however, were rather small when compared lo the
 

AID portion. 

'dlhen these investments were combined-with the total net benefits 

and operating and maintenance costs associated with each project area,
 

substantially improvements in project IRR's 6ccurred. This was a direct 

result of mth.1:eodolc&y used. In project area such as Yeo-ju, whore 

AID funds constitutld al:!"ost ,7 percent of total investment the increases 

were rather s;Iali. In oth(-r ar.!as such as Gun-am, where AID funds 

constituted only 32 percent :f total investments the changes were relative 

large. In this latter area project benefits which.were 8cncrated by 



domestic investirents were assum(-d to accrue anly to the KiD investments 

Increases in the initial IRR's were also ey.perienced when the 

benefit streams associated with the prejects were valued at domestic 

prices. Using these vnl'es, IRR's tended to range fron, 13.21 percent 

in the Gae-won project area to 29.LA percent in the i --deok area. A 

major portion of this increase can Ye attributed to the rice price 

subsidies maintained by the Korean government in 1975. During this 

year, governnent prices were .0502.5P per metric ton, 4127.69 above 'the 

internaticonal price used in the analysis. 

In th(; initia. analysis conducted in 1973 prior to the AID loan, 

doraestic prices were use.d to estimate tne IRR's associated with each 

of the project areas. ',hen these planned IRR's were compared with 

those develnp,d usin, the survey data, a general increase in the rates 

was indicated. The .nly project areas where this did not occure was 

in Yo-.ju and Ha-gi. Ir the fonrier area, the basic development plan 

was chani,,.:- t: include te r':cIa;:etionof 99.3 h-ctares i-f irri 6 ated 

upland rather tlhar. the arca to 2:-.h£ percent in the In-deok arca. 

A rajcr porti~r of t!iis incr .ase can h'.-attributed to the ric,. price
 

subsid.es maintaind by the iKorear Eov-:rnr~int in 1975. Durin,- this 

year, gov(,rnminct pric,-L; w-:re, *.52.5P per metric ton, d127.69) ahmvc the" 

international pric,, used in the analysis. 

In the initial analysis, conductcd in 1973 prior' to the AID loan, 
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domestic pric.os were used to estimate the IRRt.s associated with each 

of the project areas. 7'Then these planned I!IR's were compared with 

those developed using thersurVey 'data, a *generail increase in the rates 

was indicated. The only prnject areas where this did not occure was 

in Yeo-ju and Ha-gi. In the foi~r.er araa, the basic develnprnent plan 

was changed to inelude--the-recl-amation of- 99-4-hectares of irrigated 

upland, rather than the paddy area originally planned. This tended 

to depress the IRR for twc reasons; 1) under the present price support 

structure upland crops tend to be less profitable than paddy crops, 

and 2) there have been a number of problems were encountered in the 

-/
area due to its relatively innovative nature . I- Ha-gi project
 

area, similar changes in the IRR' s have occurred. Here, the tptal 

benefited area was decreased because of tebhnical problems (Thble 3.15).
 

The Effect of the Sampled
 
Projects on Employment 

and Foreign Exchange 

Of particular impcrtance tc Korea policy makers is the effedt-of 

the projects oi employment and foreign exchtnge savings. Durif'g the 

construction cf the projects, slightly over' .9 million man-days of 

z, emplf'ymen-. wer generated (Table 4.4). In the lon6 -rwu,, the new 

2 Korean far..icrs and land developed havwd relatively little 
experience withn upland irrigation. This area was one of the first 
developed for that purpose in the country. 
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TIA31- 4.4 

.The Effect. of the Smnpled Projects" on Employment 
and F'%reign *&change Savings 

Employment portunities 
Construction After Project Savings 

Region Period Comletion in 
(per year) foreign 

* 14 exchan ,e 

----------- i/Dy--------- 1,000 

Region' I 

Gae-won 128,332 117 

Cheung-ryong 74,660 1,285 177 

Y.eo-ju 56,485 1,53S 30 

Gun-am 97,172 2,809 301 

Region II
 

-Do-bnng 30,787 1;137
.... 60
 

n-deok 77,2)4 7,4.96 210
 
Jang-h? 53,925 2,115 166
 

Sung-su 110,882 1,310 42 

Region III 

Song-wol 41,083 1,971 42 

Oh-ryu 73, .11 4,396 73 

H -gi 159,023 ,665 211 

TOTAL 902",664 31,722 1,429
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facilities will generate slightly over 30 thousand additional man 

days ;f labor per year.' The majority of this labor will be used in 

the operation and maintenance of the new facilities. 

Assuming that the-net increases in rice and barley production
 

associated with the project where used ..
to displace agricultural ,iports 

which have occurred in the past, this would result in a savings .in 

fereign exchange of approximated 1.43 million U.S. dollars per year. 

valued at 1975 domestic prices. 



PART V 

CO $CLUglOrIS 

and 	 specificThe above'reporthassuggested a variety of general 

conclusions which may be of significance to future land and water 

A~zet el general conclusions are presenteddevelopment projects. 

These are followed a set ef more specificin 	outline fori. below. 


labor inputs, cropping patternsconclusions dealing with such items as; 


and so on. The general conclusions are as follows;
 

1. 	The IRR's associated with the sample sub-projects, calculated
 

using data from the survey and domestic prices where appropri

ate, tended to be higher than those calculated in the prepro

<.ject evaluation. In general, this was due to the presence
 

of a much higher rate of adoption of the higher yielding rice
 

varieties than anticipated in the earlier evaluation. These
 

yield responses suggest that;
 

A. 	In future evaluations, the two to three year lag in rice
 

production is not an appropriate estimate in areas whtre 

newer varieties can be grown following the completionthe 

other hand, did tendonof 	projects. Barley yields, the 

to 	lag behind targets indicating that estimates of pro

duction responses should be lagged.
 

3. 	The rice and barley yields used in assessing the economic 
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effects of projects .in the future should he modified, with 

6xoectcd rice y'ields being increased and bar: y yields 

censtent. 

2. 	 The adoption rat , associated with the newer high yielding 

varieties of rice varicd from re,.ior to region, being lowest 

in the northern Provinces Of Retion I and highest in the southern 

province:soL R oII. , This suggests the pre5sence of constraint, 

other th -:l cdequate irricatior, fwr.iiies which are inteirfering 

ith the acoption :f these newer varieties. Sihce thesevarie

ties h-.ve: not -gr6mrY in the past. oh alayge scalePin this 

former region the, lack of adequate information or.,inputs may be 

the 	constraining factor. 

3. 	 A breief ey.nminatior,-of the' er hectare investment costs associ

ated witE the s~miple projects indicates an inverse relationship 

between investment costs 6nd IRR' s. FArther analysis is n'ecessary' 

to 	isol3to the. k- ,, variables involved end to quantify this 

relatLongi. . This analysis might provide a sample decision 

rule which could be used hy policy mars in the future t 

exclude highly unprofitable project.' 

Tp n'.. . -i' r.t indicate any significant difference between 

the productivity of investments in reservoir as opposed to pump

ing station projects.* On a Pegional basis, projects in southern" 

provinces of Region Ill tended to be slightly less productive 
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than orojects in t'. -tt>r tic rcLions. Ihe rsoarch indic

ated that this might be attributed to the slow increase in 

the yields if native rice which mccurred in the relion. 

These causes are, owevQr, only tentative conclusions and 

sheuld be examined more closely. 

A nu;iber of 'specific conclusions dealing with components in the 

production system on sample forms were also revealed in the study. 

These arees follows; 

1. 	As a result of the prnject both the area cultivated and the
 

area of fully irrigated paddy per household increased.
 

The former area, which grew from 1.23 to 1.31 hectares, was
 

*the direct result of land reclamation. The latter, which
 

-	 expan.id frrm .17 to .80 htctares, was most pronounced in the* 

southern prcvinces of Rogicn III, where rainfed paddy was 

most prevalent. 

2. On the sampled farmns, there was a tendency to move the rice 

transplanting date oin9 to 15 days forv;ard. This may have
 

benn the direct result if improved irrigation facilities.
 

Improved irrigation allewns farmers to cultivates the new
 

high yilding varieties which are started in vinyle seed beds.
 

C~vr,d bed decrease the probability of frost damage so farmers
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tend to plant earlier. Thus, as the pl6.nted'area in Tongil 

increases there is a tendency for farmers to prepare seed beds 

earlier and to edvance the rice transplanting date. 

3. 	 The movornent-of the rice cultivation season fnr.ard does theore

tically provice a longer period at.the close of the rice cultivaa
 

tion season to prepare and plant barley. This should increase 

the potential for double cropping. However, increases in labor 

required at the close of the suason fQr harvesting the larger 

yields and at the beginning, for advanced s-eed bed preparation may 

interfer with double cropping. These constraints should be most
 

restrictive in the northern provinces of Region Iwhere climatic
 

conditions are most servere.
 

4. 	 The study did suggest a number of effects with respect to the 

allocation farm labor. These are;
 

A. 	 Improvwrents in the condition and size of paddy 2acrease 

allowed farmers to spend less time on plowing. 
9. 	 Improvements in drainage may play a key role in the reduction 

of labor required for plowing prior to barley seeding. 

C. 	 Intrrovments in irrigation, w[ich allow farmers to cultivate 

the new higher yie-lding varieties, increased labor require

mcnts for seed bcd pre(arrtion and transplainting. 

D. 	 Improvwmnts in irrigation structures allowed farmers to 

spend less time on water managemen't activities during the 

rice 	cultivation suason.
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E'. Increast in yields resulted in -the increas'e demand for 

labor during th6 rice' 2nd barl~y harvesting season. 

All of these shifts in labor: especially these at' the beginn

ing aind nd of the rice cultivating' se a so n ' may have adversq 

effects "lldouhie cropping. As such they' should be examined 

in mroc ct

5. Yield incri.ases ii1 potstoes, as a winter crop, were signifi

cant enough to sugest that they be given a more prominent
 

place in th double cropping pattern planned for future pro

jects. There ,inclusion, however, will be dependent on the 

presence of adequate drainage. If the double 'cropping ratio 

in future project areas is to be sigificantly effective,
 

drainage improvements must be an important component.
 

6. Following the completi6n of the projects farmers tended-to
 

employ powe machinery,"'and chemicai fertilizer and t9 use
 

produdtion chemicals more intensity than before. Demand
 

responses for this inputs need to be determined in thQ initial
 

project plans and steps take to insure that adequate supplies'
 

are available to meet demand.
 

Th;e above findings represent only an initial investigation into 

the effects' of lvnd and water development. Further work is required 

to deLermine such items as; the substritution rate between hWuan and 

machine power, the effect of increases and temporal shifts in labor 

demand on double cropping, and the constraints, other than water,
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which limit the adoption of new high yielding varieties in project 

areas. It would seem appropriate that these questions could be
 

addressed in the analysis of the follow up survey in 1978.
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APPENDIX I
 

Price List of Farm Chemicals, 1975
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Price List of Farm Chemicals, 1975 

Kame of farm.
 
chemicals Form Unit Price
 

Pesticide
 

Braecs Liquid i00cc 139
 

Gasg min Liquid 100
c c 153
 

r "n P 3kg 247
Gasgamin Pcwder27
 

Kite, in Liquid i00cc 218
 

.Kitagin Powder 3kg 327
 

Neoassngin Liquid 100cc 126
 

Insecticide 

DioCgenon Liquid 100 cc 214 

Hosbel Liquid i00cc 250 

Basa Powder 3kg 371 

Smitihon Lic.uid 1 0 0 cc 323 

Srrmitihnn Powder 3kg 386 

Elsan Liquid 300 cc 593 

Sabin Liquid 500g 624 

Herbicide
 

MaAst Granul r 3kg 629
 

70cc 
 194 

Tarrc Granular 3 kg 627 

2.4 - D Liquid 


I/ Average Price paid by farmers in 1975. 
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WkENDix n 

Benefit Weat Iatibs Calculated
 
Using International and Domestic
 

krices Associated with
 
11 Land and Water Development
 

kroDjeAts, Korea, 1976 
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Benefit Cost Ratios Calculated Using International and Domestic Prices 
Associated with 11 Land and Water Develzvment Projects. 

Korea, 1976 

a. Using Total Cost 

Price 
Interest rate 
Region ( ) 3.5 

International 

10 15 

Price 

20 -30 3.5 

Domestic Price 

10 15 20 
1 

30 

Region I 
Gae-won 
Cheung-r,-ng 
Yeo-ju 
Gun-aTn 

2.01 
3.67 
1.81 
3.38 

0.85 
1.88 
1.15 
1.86 

0.55 
1.30 
0.87 
1.28 

0.40 
0.97 
0.82 
0.94 

0.25 
0.60 
0.50 
0.57 

3.09 
5.56 
2.21 
5.45 

1.30 
2.85 
1.45 
3.00 

0.85 
1.97 
1.10 
2.07 

0.62 
1.46 
0.88 
1.51 

0.36 
0.92 
0.63 
0.91 

Region II 
Do-bong 
An-de~k 
Jang-ha 
Sung-su 

2.00 
3.85 
1.96 
2.19 

0.99 
1.86 
1.23 
1.49 

0.70 
1.26 
0.90 
1.15 

0.53 
0.92 
0.82 
0.93 

0.36 
0.57 

'0.46 
0.65 

3.65 
6.34 
3.24 
3.02 

1.81 
3.06 
2.02 
2.06 

1.27 
2.07 
1.55 
1.60. 

0.97 
1.52 
1.07 
.23 

0.65 
0.94 
0.77 
0.90 

Region III 
Song-wol 
Oh-ryu 
Ha-gi 

2.75 
2.17 
2.11 

1.32 
1.07 
1.18 

0.91 
0.71 
0.83 

0.69 
0.51 
0.62 

0.46 
0.31 
0.39 

3.55 
3.40 
3.05 

1.69 
1.67 
1.71 

1.1 
1.11. 
1.20 

0.89 
0.80 
0.90 

0.59 
0.49 
0.56 



b. Using Remaining Cost 

Domestic Price
Price International Price 
Interest rate 

Region ( ) 3.; 10 15 20 30 3., 10 15 20 30 

Region I 

Gae-won 4.29 2.23 1.60 1.24 0.86 6.61 3.43 2.46 1.91 1.32 

Cheung-ryong 4.84 2.94 2.22 1.78 1.28 7.32 4.45 3.36 2.70 1.94 

Yecoju 1.84 1.18 0.89 0.85 0.52 2.31 1.459 1.13 0.91 0.6 

Gun-am 5.61 4.22 3.47 2.94 2.24 9.07 6.82 5.61 4.74 3.62 

Region II 

Do-bong 2.42 1.29 0.93 0.73 0.50 5.15 2.34- 1.69 1.32 0.92 

An-deok 5.50 3.21 1.39- 1.90 1.35 9.06 5.27 3.93 3.12. 2.22 

Jang-ha 2.36 1.67 1.33 1.28 0.82 .3.70 2.75 2.19 -1.82 1.35 

Sumg-su 2.52 1.91 1.58 1.34 1.03 3.49 2.65 2.19 1.86 1.43 

Region III 

Song-wol 3.31 1.69 1.19 0.93 0.63 4.26 2.16 1.54 1.19 0.82 

SOh-7u 3.31 2.08 1.52 1.19 0.84 5.i8 3.25 2.38 1.87 1.31 

Ha-gi 3.34 2.46 1.98 1.66 1.25 4.83 3.53 2.87 2.40 1.81 



APNDHX III 

Labor Inputs Used in the Production 
of Rice and Berey in 1L Project 

krehe With and Without 
Land and Water Development 
investments in Korea, 1976 
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Change in Labor Inputs in the Productiot 
AreaS .ith 

of Pice and Barley by Activity Ir 11 Sample Sub-Prcjectand Without Land and Water Development Investments in Korea, 1976 1/ 
Region I Region 1I Region III
Rice Aversg
2/ 
 - RiCO Rice 2 

0mngi 4a v Bar ong atvsq Berve BS0 M- y arley oNatiye 1a" ey
Without the Proj et-Plowing - - - 21.0 20.5 - - - - - - 12.0 18.3 8.S
17.3 17.7 17.3 11.7 18.4 10.7Seed bed preparation or 16.3 11.3 19.08.S 14.3 9. 13.5 15.0 12.3 11.0 11.0
1S.2 11.0
seeding
Transplanting 21.7 21.0 - 21.0 2V.SIrrigatin - 22.0 16.0 - 21.6 21.2 15.7 19.5 - 16.3 19.8 - 21.0 23.7 . -.Weeding 17.7 21.0 20.0 33.7 43.S 17.3 
 1.0 30.3 22.0 18.7
Post Control SO.3 19.8 22.S 41.4
10.7 9.3 S.0 9.7 
 11.8 6.0 8.7
Harv~sting Transpor ation 51.0 38.S 44.S S4.7 

8.0 3.7 9.S .9 4.947.3 46.3 43.7
TOTAL S1.3 36.7 SS.7 ; 43.2 42.5166.4 153.8 113.5 ISI.6 147.0 104.8 140.4157.0 113.4 16.5 147.2 110.5 
With the ProjectPlowing 
 19.3 17.5 1Mr
11.0 16.5
Seed bed preparation of 16.3 11.0 9.S 10.3 

8.3 18.3 15.7 10.3 17.9 16.6 9.9
14.7 13.7 16.3 12.7 10.0 13.8 
 11.3 11.1
seeding .
Transplanting 
 20.5 20.5 24.5
- 23.5 - 21.3Irrigation 16.3 22.1 20.1 12.3 16.S  15.7 16.0 16.7
Weeding 18.3 29.8 42.0 15.0 
a .20.0 - 14.9 18.2 14.5 30.0 20.0 17.0
Pest Control 47.7 17.8 20.4 38.9
12zS 13.0 S.0 13.8 
 15.8 5.8 10.0 11.3 3.7Harvesting Tnransportation 63.0 52.0 45.5 65.0 53.0 56.0 

12.1 13.4 4.8

46.5 53.0
TOTAL 39.0 61.3 52.7 43.6
162.2 160.3 113.0 164.7 104.3
151. 1S8.6 146.0 110.7 152.7
61r.9 109.3 

Absolute ChangePlowing 
 -1.7 -3.0 -1.0 
 -2.3 .8 -0.2 0.6 -1.6 ' -1.4 -1.1 -1.8 4.8Seed bed preparation or -0.3
- 1.0 0.4 1. 0.2 1.3 0.4 -1.0 0.6 0.3 0.1
see0in0
Transplanting 
 -1.2 -.5 - 3.5 3.0  -0.7 0.3
Irrigation '0. -1.1 -3.4 -3.0 - -0.6 -1.8medxng - -4.3 -3.7 2 -2.8 -1.7 -3.9 -1.5 -2.3 .5 
 -0.S -2.u -2.6Pest Control 1.8 3.7 4.1 
-1.7 -2.0. -2.1 -1.S- 4.0 -0.2 2.0Harvesting 6-tzonsportatiom 2.0 13.S 1.0 10.3 
2.6 2.6 3.S -u.15.7 u.2 3.3TOTAL 4.7 2.3 . 5.6 9.SI .1.1-4.2 6.5 -0. 13.1 4.6 4.S 1.6 S.6 -27 3.4 S.S -1.2 

/ Estimtes of labor inputs are in hour pe 10 Are.
3_ Includes both cowon an naked barley. 



APPENDIX IV
 

Fertilizer Application Rates and the
 
Number of Applications of Eroduction Chemicals
 

in the Production of Rice'and Barley
 
in 11. Project Areas With and
 

Without land and Water Development
 
Investment in Korea, 1976
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Changes in 
Rice on 

Item 


Without the Projects 
Production Chemicals 


Insecticides 

Pesticides 

Herbicides 


With the Projects
 
Production Chemicals 


Insecticides 

Pesticides 

Herbicides 


Changes
 
Production Chemicals 


Insecticides 

Pesticides 

Herbicides 


the Nwuber of Times Productioh Chemicals .'ere Applied 
220 Korean Farms With and Without Irrigation Improve
ments by Region and Rice Variety, 1974-1375 

Region I Region II Region III 

Rice Rice 	 Rice 


Tongil Native Tongil h!ative Tongil Native 

5.7 5.0 6.0 6.9 7.0 7.7 
3.7 2.5 3.7 3.3 4.3 3.7 

1.0 1.5 1.3 2.8 1.7 3.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 


5.5 7.0 10.0 10.7 9.7 10.7 

3.0 3.3 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.7 

1.5 2.7 3.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 


-0.2 --2.0 4.0 "3.0 2.7 3.0 

-0.7 0.8 2.3 2.4 1.4 2.0 


0.5 	 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.0 
- 0.2 

to 

Average
 

Rice
 

TCngil Native 

6.2 6.1 
3.9 3.2
 
1.3 2.0
 
1.0 0.9
 

8.4 9.5
 
4.9 4.9
 
2.5 3.6
 
1.0 1.0
 

2.2 3.4
 
1.0 1.7
 
1.2 	 1.6 

- 0.1 



Changes in Fertilizer' Application

Farms With and Without Irrigation 
1974 - '1975 _/ 

Region 

Item Rice 


Tongil Ntive 

Without the Projects 
Chemical fertilizers 
Nitrogen 16.4 16.4 
Phosphoris 8.5 8.4 
Potassium 10.9 10.9 

Compos t 878 786 

With the Projects 
Che'mical fertilizers
 
Nitrogen 19.2 19.6 

Phosphoris 11.1 9.7 
Potassium 12.7 13.7 

Compot 911 798 

Change 
Chemic4 fertilizers . 

Nitrogen 17.1 19.5 
Phosphoris 30.6 15.5 
Potassium 7.3 25.7 

Compost , 3.8 0.4 

_/ Estimates are in kilograms per l0 Are, 

2/ Includes both common and naked barley 
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I Region 

Rice,
 

Barley Tongil ... -0 

'...18.1 -17.7 
9.1 9.3
 

11.1 10.8 
7M8 905 

17.6 21.5
 
11.9 ll60 
12.7 13.3 
751 794.
 

-2.8 21.5 
30.8 18.3 
14.4 43.1
 
3.2 -12.3
 

while the 



Rates on 220 Sample Korean
 
Improvements by,Region, 

II Region III Average
 

__-_ Rice Rice___ 

Native Barley Tongil Native Barley Tongil Native Barley
 

15.8 15.6 15.8 13.7 14.4 16.6 15.3 16.0
 
8.6 10.5 9.9 8.3 9.0 9.2 8.4 9.5
 

10.5 9.3 9.5 7.7 8.0 10.4 9.7 9.5
 
935 1054 720 655 597 834 792 793
 

18.2 18.1 19.3 16.6 17.5 20.0 18.2 17.7
 
9.4 12.5 12.0 8.7 9.0 11.4 9.3 11.1
 

11.8 9.4 10.8 8.9 10.5 11.9 11.5 10.9
 
933 1056 771 745 734 825 822 847
 

15.8 1.0 22.2 21.2 21.5 20.5 19.0 10.6
 
9.3 19.0 21.2 4.8 - 23M9 10.7 16.8 

12.4 1.1 13.7 15.6 31.3 14.4 18.6 14.7 
-0.2 0.2 7.1 13.7 22.9 -1.1 3.8 6.8 

change is inpercent
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4) 

3) 	Minoru Faukudat. "Economic Condi.tions for Fram Mechanization'
 

in Economic Approaches to Japanese Agriculture ed. by Masanobu
 

Kuwahara (Tokyo:Fuaj Publishing Co.. Ltd. 1969). p.34.

4) 	Taira Yori. 'Charaoteristics of-the Family Farm in Japan.'
 

in Eoonomio Approaches. up. cit. p. 9 9 .
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Jap n'a Experience E.oonomic Research Series No. 14 (Tokyo: 

The Inutitute for .Eoonoznic Reqoarohe Hitoteubathi University.' 
197r3). 172. 1. 
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1.960 	 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1972 

92101 98. 95 101 112 107 

39 38 28 22.. 21 9. 8 

" 28 21 12 .1 7 4 5 

49 40 36 33 3067 61 

77 7090 87 82 8 84 

: Dr, Motoauke Kaihara, "TheChanging 8tructure off. 


Agriculture in Japan: affects on Rice fl.rming,
 

(Madison: The Land Tenure Oster, University of
 

Wiscon@in, 1976), p.3.
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1A/d5)<03~13 > 

1953 253 155.5 93.4 100.4 2*6 1.8 15.0 

1954 267 • 154.8 91.3 99.3 2.8 2.0 11.5 

1955 320 i54.6 93.4 110.2 3.0 2.3 12.3 

1956 299 158.0 99.3 117,.7 3,4 3.0 17.4 

1957 371 157.0 98,2 116.4: 3,9 3.2 18.6. 

1958 413 156,6 97.5- 113.5 4.5 3,.4 19.2 

1959 468 157.3 97.1 113.5 4.8 3.8 20.5 

1960 524. 156.2 98.9 115.0 4.3 4.3 22.3 

1961 635 150.4 94.9 117.5 6.2 4.7 23.3 

1962 712 !S5.5 90.5 118.3 7.7 53 23.8 

1963 796 1$8.8 89.1 116.8 7.7 6.1 25.7 

1964 928 150,7 85.8 11, O 8.4 6.5 28.3 

1965 16003 152.6 83.2 111.7 8.9: 6.7 28.5 

1966 1 124. 1.50.0 78.1 I0,.9' 9.7 7.6 32,1 

1967 1:292 147.5' 75,9 103.3 10.3 8.1 .33.0 

1968 1,507 144.5 72.3 100.0 10.3 8.6 38.1 

1969 1i698 138.0 67.5 97.1 11.6 9.1.j 36.6 

1970 1.908 136.1 65.3 95.3 12.6 9.4 38.2 

1971 2s104 135.8 63.5 9391 14.4 9.8 38.0 

1972 2,338 129.9 .59.5 91.6 15.4 10.7 4492 

1973 2,457 129.6 56.2 91.3 16.3 11.1 43.7 

197.4 2.191 128.1 56.6 89.8 16.2 11.4 41.4 

1975 52.2 980 16.8 11.4 42.9 

I) per capita GNP estiinatei were developed by deflating current
 

Japan..es GNP estimates by wholesale price index (base yor
 

1970) and then multiplying the deflated values by the
 

1970 exchange rate. 3606 US$1.00.
 

2) 	 Japanese per capita uio.oumption estimates were provided by
 

the Agrioultural Attache, US. Embssy, Tokyo.
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76.3 21219.53 88.1 71.2 80.8 224 67.2 
1954 87.2 66.7 76.5 213 67.1 76.9 214 

195. ' 86.3 67.7 78.4 218 67.7 78,. 4 '218 

1956 89.8 67.1 74.7 208 "66.6 74.7 206 

1957 92.5 68.8 74.4 207 72.6 74 *4 218 

1958 86.3 68.8 79.,.1 221 72.6 84.1 234 

83.31959. 87.3 68.9 79, 219' 72.6 231 

1960 88.1 69,4 78.8 219 72.5 *82.3 229 
1961 89.0 73,7 82.8 230 3810 721 ' 225
 

1962 87.2 81.1 93.0 26 8.,3 '93,2 259 
1963 89.0 87.8 98.7 274 803 90.2 251 

1964 89,1 99,7 111.9 311 93.9 105.4 293 

1965 89.9 109.0 121.2 337 101.8 113.2 314 

1966 82.0 119.0 129.3 359 66?.6 109.9 305 

1967 93.8 130.0 138.6 385 1165 124.2 345 

1968 .945 137.6 145.6 404 1258 133.1 370 

1969 96.5 137.6 142,6 396 124.9 129.4 359 

1970 00.0 137.9 137.9 383 124.0 124.0 344 

142.0 143.0 398 122.9 123.9 3441971 99.2 

1972 100.0 149.2 149.2 414 13.8 130.8 363 

1973 115.9 171.7 148.1 41 130.1 112.3 312 

1974 1522 226.9. 149.1 414 170.9 112.3 312 

1975 259.5 203.4 

I) Unlike Korea. all rice grown in Japan flows through a goyer

ment rice purchase and sale program 
2) Current yen was deflated to constant yet by dividing by the 

price indexwholesale to U.S. dollars using the 1970 ye12.0 doll3r3) 0onverted 


1 xcange rate(Y 360.0 1- U.S. 2)9
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, ,i~i It -%Ag 

1955 6.043 2.'106 3o937 2"174 1 9663 

1960 6,057 2,078 3.978 2.036 1 942 

1965 5,665 1.,219 4,446. 2.081 2a.365 

1970 5,342 831 4,510 1 .802 2.709 

1971 5o261 798 4.46 1.567 2,896 

1972" 56170 743 4'.427 1 .404 3a023 

(b)9-rK Ir. I : 

1955 100.0 34.8 65.2 37-*7 27.5 

1960 10040 34.3 65.7 33.7 32.0 

1945 10;0.0 21.5 78.5 36.7 41.8 

1970 100.0 15.6 84.4 33.7 50.7 

1'971 100.0 15.2 84.,8 29.8 55.0 

1972 100.0 ' 14.4 S.6. 27.1 58 5 

1950 6 o176 3,086 3 090 1 a753 1 337 

(100) (50.0) (50.0) (28.4) (21.6) 

1955 6,043 2 .'106 3.937 2.274 1 &6.63 

(100) (34.9) (65. 1) (37o6) (27.5) 

1960 6 a057 2.078 3,979 2.036 1 .942 

(100) (34.3) (65.7) (33.6) (32.1) 

1965 5.665 1.219 4.A46 2.081 2.365 

(100) (21.5) (78.5) (36.7) (41.8) 
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--	 ,, , "' 1'9 7 0
 

4"g. ZIN 1960 1965 1970 

16- 19 752 406 570 318. 252 
(5.4) (3.7) (S.6) (8.0) (4.8) 

20 - 29 2,787 1.398 1.000 345 655 

(20.0) (12.7) (9.8) (8.7) (10.4) 

30 - 39 2996 2o470 1.795 573 1,222 

(21.5) (22.4) (17.5) .(14.4) (19.6)
 

40 - 49 29466 2,194 2.198 746 '1,451.
 

(17.7) (19.9) (21.4) (18.8) (23.)
 

50 - 59 2,424 2.099 1920 675 1.24" 

(17.4) (19.0) (18.7) (17.6) (19.8) 

60 l- 225,008 2947 1 2.770 1316 1464 

18.0) (2 .A ) (27.0) (33.1) (23.2) 

13,933' 11t039 10.252 '3,973 6.,279 

(100) (100) (100) (100) 0oo) 

* : The Interim Report of the Ooneus of Agriculture in 1960, 
1965 and 1970(Ministry of Agrioulture and Forestry. 
zapan). 

1945 352 8 6 

1951 972 16 20 

1955 2,038 89 87 

1960 2,476 746 232 

1965 3.048 2.509 494 

1970 - 3,448 968 45. 

1972 - 3,529 1 162 117 

. :	Farm Machinery Yearbook, 1967, and data from the and'
 
Survoy Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.,
 
Zupan. 
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SOME NOTES ON GRAIN PRODUCTION IN JAPAN
 
WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO RICE, 1960-1970
 

Martin Hantatty* 

The following short essay has been developed in response, 

to a request made by the Director General for Planning and 

Management and the Office of Overall Planning, Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries. Its purpose is to draw a picture
 

of the various trends which occurred in Japanese agriculture
 

during the 60's and to relate these trends to changes which
 

occurred in Japanese farm structure. It is hoped that such 

a 	scenario will provide planners in the Ministry with useful 

insights into the Japanese experience which can be usei to plan 

the direction of Korea's future agricultural policies. 

While the essay doem' t have a direct rel.ationship with 

future Korean land and water development, it does describe a 

rather close parallel between present Kvrean ,uidpast Japanese 

rice support policies. Changes in Kcrean poli.cies to avoid the 

problem created in the Japanese caso will, hoviever, have a direct 

effect in altering present Korean land and watar development' 

policies.
 

* 	 Program and Project Evaluation Analyst, Kereian Agricultural 
FPlanning Project Michigan-State University and the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
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The essay does not attempt to draw a comparison between condi

•tioap in the two countries, but only to present the trends inJapar
 

At the national level, the overall grain self-sufficiency situatior
 

per capita consumption and rice price support structure are reviewe
 

At the farm level the discussion is restricted to changes in farm
 

size, farm households and mechanization. 

Natiqnal Trends
 

During the 1960' s Japan experienced a gencral deterioration
 

in its grain self-sufficiency situation. As Chart 1 indicates,
 

rice production tended to fluctuate on or around the self

sufficiency level throughout the periodY.
 

Chart 1
 

DOMESTIC SUPPLY AS A PERC&NT OF TOTAL SUPPLY
 
FOR SEECTED COMMODITIES IN JAPAN, 1960-71
 

Percent
 

120 

.... ...........1. R i ce
 

80 Aggregate value
 

.
 

... ..............


of food
6G 

40L Feed (tdn equiv.) 

20 Wheat 
.,, .. ' - j.ybeans 

1960 '62 '64 166 '68 '70 '72 
Year 

:17 Date for the charts appear at the end of the essay. 
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However, the self-sufficiency level of other grains declined markedly.
 

For example, ,the domestic supply of wheat as a percent of total 

supply declined from 39 to 9 percent. Soybeans dropped from 28 

to 4' percent and feed grains (mostly corn and sorghum) calculated 

in total digestible nutrients declined from 67 percent in 1960 to
 

33 percent in 1970.
 

The. inability of Japan to maintain grain production at levels 

sufficient to meet domestic consumption led to a rather substantial 

increase in imports of grains other than rice. in 1960, 90 percent 

of the aggregate value at current market prices of all food supplied 

in Japan was derived from domestic production and only 10 percent 

from imports. By 1971 the share of domestic production had declined 

to 72 percent with the share of imports Inoreasig to 28 percent. 

During 19751 it was estimated that food iports constituted 50 

percent of the nation's food supply in tenne of food value. 

The relatively stable position of rice during the period can 

be traced to two factors; a decline in per capita consumption 

generated by increasing consumer prices and per capita incomes 

and the movement away from a multiple cropping to a single crop

ping pattern on many Japanese farms. The effect of price and income 

on rice consumption is examined below, while changes in production 

which resulted from changes in resource allocation at the farm level 

are dealt with in a latter section.
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During .the ten year period, Japanese per capita GNW valued in
 

constant 1970 dollars almost quadrupled, 
increasing from $524 in
 

1960 to $1,908 in 1970. This rapid increase in income led to 

shifts in individual consumption trends characterized by a 

decline in per capita rice consumption and general increases
 

in the consumption of fruits, meats and fats and oils.
 

Chart 2 

JAPANESE PER CAPITA FOOD CONSUMPTION AND .GNP, 1958-72 

Kilograms Per Capita
 
Per Capita -(1970 US')
 

120 .- ce -2600
 

100 -2200
 

80 ' 
 1800
 
,NP 

60 -- 1400 

40- -.-- 1000 

'20 - ~ .-..... ri 0 

1958 '6o '62 '64 '66 '68 '70 '72 

Year 

This decline in per capita rice consumption when combined with
 

a drop in wheat self-sufficiency (Chart 1)would indicate the
 

replacement of rice by wheat in the Japanese diet. Also, the
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shortage of domestically produced feed grains implied in this latter 

chart suggests a relatively high price for livest~ck products. If 

true this would provide, an explanation for the relatively modest 

rate of growth in per capita meat consumption. Consumption of this 

commodity ros, from 4.5 kilograms per person in 1958 to 15..4 kilograms. 

in 1972. 

The downward trend in per capita rice consumption generated by
 

increasing income tended to be strengthened b:,r increases in the 

government selling price of rice during the period. In Japan all 

rice produced fMowe through government controlled marketing channels. 

As Chart 3 indicates, prior to 1961 the consumer price for rice
 

valued in constant 1970 US dollars remained rather stable, ranging 

from $218 per M/T in 1957 to $225 per /T in 1962. Between 1962 and 

1972 however, the price increased 61 percent reaching $363 by the 

end of the period. 

The rapid rise in selling price however, did not keep pace with 

the official purchase price. Prior t(% 1961 the Japanese government 

maintained a pricing structure so that the purchase price plus 

marketing margin, presumably to cover storage and haniling costs 

equaled the selling price. Starting in 1962 a subsidized rice
 

purchase program was initiated. During the ten year period commena

ing in 1962 purchase prices tended to be on the average 10 percent
 

greater than gvernment selling prices. 
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Chart 3
 

JAPANESE RICE PURCHASE AND SELLING PRICES, .1956-74 

Price 
(1970 Us) 

360 . 
Purchase 

340 Price / 

320 

300. 

280. Selling Pric--. 

260
 

1956 58 60 62, 64 66 68 7.0 72 74 

Year 

This price policy, which transferred income to rice farmers, 

did have a beneficial effect on rice production. As Chart 1
 

indicates, domestic sutply rose from'98 percent in 1962, reached
 

a peak of 112 pe)rcent in 1968, and declined to 107 percent in
 

1970. 

However, this relatively favorable rice price situation,
 

an increase in off-farm employment opportuniwhen combined with 

tiess also led to some major shifts in farm structure. These 

..changes are examined below. 
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Changes in Japanese Farm Strzucture 

The rapid increase in the purchase price mentioned above helped
 

to generate increases in fan household income. Overall farm house

hold income, measured in constant 1970 US dollars grew 300 percent
 

from $1,291 in 1960 to #3,870 in 1970 (Table 1). During ihe period
 

-the proportion of this income generated from farm sources declined. 

Farm source income rose slightly less than 200 percent, from $710
 

in 1960 to $1,412 in 1970...The relative. mpcrtance of..,this rise
 

was overshadowed by a five-fold increase in off-farm income, from 

$581 in 1960 to $2,59 in 1970. By 1970, approximately 64 percent 

of all farm household income was generated from nonfa'm sources. 

The growth in nonfarm income. sources in light of.a rising rice 

price led to two major-changes in the structure of Japanese farms. 

First, there was a distinct tendency for farmers'while retaining 

the same production area to switch from full-time to part-time
 

farming. In 1965, the average area cultivated by farm households 

was 1.03 ha. While this area remained rather stable, rising to
 

1.06 ha by 1970, the percent of farm households engaged An full-.
 

time farming declined from 34.3 percent in 1960 to 14.4 percent in 

1972 (Chart 4). On the other hand, part-time farm operations in

creased from 65.7 percent in 19,60 to 85.6 percent in 1972. Tn this 

latter category part-time farmers engaged mainly in faning (Type I) 
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TABLE 1 

Annual Farm and'Off-farm Income
 
Per Farm Household in selected Years
 

Year 
Total Farm 

Household Income 
Farm 
Income 

Off-farm 
Income 

Share of 
Off-farm 
Income(%) 

1960 1,291 710 581 45.0 

1965 2,351 1,128 1,222 52.0 

1970 3,870 1,412 2,459 63.5 

/ Deflated from current yen using the Japanese wholesale
 
price index (1970 - 100) and converted to 1970 US dollars using
 
the 1970 exchange rate $1 -%360 V.
 

first tended to rise from 33.7 percent of all farm households in 

1960 to 36.7 in 1965. By 1972 they had declined, comprising only 

27.1 percent of all farm households The number of farm households 

engaged in part-time farming but with a major portion of their income
 

coming from off-farm employment (Type II) showed a steady tendency
 

-to increase. In 1960 these households constituted 32.0 percent of
 

all farm households. By 1972 they had increased to 58,. percent of
 

all farm households. 

2/Part-time farm households arp divided by Japanese statis
ticians into two categories: Type I, households in which 'arm
 
income exceeds off farm earnings; Type II, households in which 
the reverse is true.
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Chart 4
 

TRENDS IN FULL AND PART-TIME
 
FARMING INJAPAN, 1960-72
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Total Part-time Farmers
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Part-tim Farmers- 
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S- i I 
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Year
 

a/ Part-time farmers - Type I-ire. farmers who 9arn more than 
50 percent of their income frov. farming while Type II farmers earn 
less than 50 percent. 

Associated with the shift from full to part-timo farming, a 

second and possibly morel important trend with respect to grain prodiic.

tion also occurred. As the portential for nonfarm employment in

creased, labor which was nozmally used in farm production shifted 

to nonagricultural employment in the industrial service sectors. 
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Professor Fukuda descfibes these changes in the following words:
 

Since the 1950's when Japan was challenged to expand her
 

economy through industrialization, the economic conditions
 

surrounding agriculture ... ages rose at the highest rate
 

among all the factors of production, bring.a rapid exodus
 

of rural youth and even of farm operators themselves, and 

seriously resulted in a shortage of labor for farming . 

Yori believed that the only reason that this,shift didn' t amount to
 

a complete exodus was the presence of an imperfect labor market which
 

provided only unstable, low wage opportunities for unskilled farm
 

labor 1/. This shift was substantial enough to lead Minami to the
 

conclusion that during the late 1950's or early 1960's Japan passed
 

from a phase of Lewis.itype "unlimited supplies of labor" in the
 

traditional (primarily agricultural) sector of the economy to a phase
 

of "limited supplies
 

"/ Minoru Fukuda, "Economic Ccnditions for Farm Mechanization" 
in Economic Approaches to Japanese Agriculture:ed. by Masanobu 
Kuwahara (Tokyo: Fuji Publishing Co., Ltd. 1969), P. 34. 

A/.Taira Yori, "Characteristics of th Family Farm in Japan,'
 
in Economic Approaches, op. cit., p. 99.
 

/ Ryoshin Minami, "The Turning Point in Economic Dev. opment: 
Japan' s Experience.. Economic Research Series No. 14 (Tokyo: The 
Institute for Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University, 1973),
 
p. 172.
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The major share of this labor outflow was in the 20 to 39 year 

age range (Chart 5). During the period from 1960 to 1970, this age 

group dropped from 41.5 percent of the total agricultural labor 

force to 27.3 percent. This exodus resulted in the increased em

ployment of women and elderly as agricultural laborers and an incre

ase in the demand for farm machinery. The number of persons over 60 

employed in agriculture also increased from 18.O percent in 1960 to 

33.1 percent in 1970. In addition, women especially in the older age
 

groups began to take a more prominent role. By 1970, 40 percent of
 

the total farm labor force was made up of women over the age of 40. 

The increase in farm wages associated with the decline in total 

labor force moved Japanese agriculture away from a land-saving labor 

intensive technology to a more capital-intensive, machine using tech

nology. With the government' s emphasis on rice production and its 

enhanced profitability due to the price support structure, major 

machinery development and introduction 'ocurred in the-area of rice 

cultivating' planting and harvesting equipment. 

All equipment was developed for snall holdings and wav in high 

demand in the labor scarce agricultural sector. As Chart 6 indi

cates, power tillers increased 470 percent while the number of power 

sprayers rose 500 percent. The number of rice combines which were 

first introduced in 1970, grew in a two year period to over 100,000 
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1973 

Chart 5 

SEIECTED AGE GROUPS AS A FERMNTAGE
 
OFTHE TOTAL AGRICULTURAL LABOR FCRCE, 1960-70
 

Percent
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Year
 

units. While the number of rice planters is not known, it is known 

that 32 percent of the paddy field area was planted n this way by 

Given rather stable farm size, the movement toward a more mech

anized type of agriculture away from the traditional labor intensive
 

6 Dr. Notosuke Kaihara, "The Changing Structure of Agiculture
 
in Japan: Effects on Rice Farming," (Madison: The Land Tenure Center,
 
University of Wisconsin, 1976), p. 19.
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structure has led to less intensive cultivation. As a result there
 

has been marked decline in the double-cropping ratio and a tendency
 

to engage in the specialized single-cropping of rice which requires 

less labor. The typical winter crops of wheat and barley have conti

nued to decline. Wheat production fell fron 3.8 million tons in 1961 

to 1 million in 1970. Barley, corn and soybean production, as indi

cated in Chart 1, also tended to decline. 

Chart 6 

mAJoR E(UIP10T ON JAPAN= FARH, 1955-1972 

Nuber of 
units 
(1,000'.S)
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4Power
 

.
3 threshers 


21 Power tillers
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1955 1960 1965 1170 1975" 

Year
 

Sumary and Conclusions 

The heavy support which rice received during the 60' s and the 

decline in the agricultural labor fovae caused by growth in the 
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.nonagricultural sector moved Japanesd agriculture toward mechanization.
 

This mechanization, as we have seen, has not led to a more intensive
 

form of agriculture but to a decrease in cropping intensity and the 

rebirth of single-cropping agriculture. Winter crops in many ins

tances were abandoned with a resultant decline in the self

sufficiency rate of wheat, corn, sorghum and soybeans. Thus, Japanese 

agriculture became, during the 60' s, more and more ,specialized in rice 

production.
 

Table 2 

DOMESTIC SUPPLY AS A PERC3NTAGE OF 
TOTAL SUPPLY FOR .IECTED CROPS INJAPAN, 1960-70 

Item 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1971 

Rice 101 98 95 101 112 107 -92 

Wheat 39 38 28. 22 21 9 8 

Soybeans 28 21 12 8 7 4 5 

Feed 67 61 49 40 36 33 40 

Aggregate 90 87 82 80 -84 .77 70 
Value of Food 

Source: 	 Dr. Motosuke Kaihara, "The Changing Structure of 
Agriculture in Japan: Effects on Rice Farming," 
(Madison: The Land Tenure Center, University of 
Wisconsin, 1976), p. 3. 
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Table 3
 

JAPAESE PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 

Per Capita Consumption (kg/person/yr .2 
Per Capita _PRice. &__Fats 


Year (1970 US$)I/ Rural Uan T tal Meat Oil~s Fruit 

1953 253 155.5 93.4 100.4 2.6 1.8 15.0 
1954 267 154.8 91.3 99.3 2.8 2.0 11.5 
1955 320 156.6 93.4 110.2 3.0 2.3 12.3 
1956 
 299 158.0 99.3 117.7 3..3.4 3.0 17.4 
1957. "371 157.0 98.2 116.4 3.9 3.2 18.6 
1958. 413 156.6 97.5 113.5 4,5 3.4 19.2 
1959 468 157.3 97.1 113.5 4.8 3.8 20.5
1960 524 156.2 98.9 115.0 4.3 4.3 22.3 
1961 635 150.4 94.9 117.5 6.2 4.7 23.3
196? 712 155.5 90.5 118.3 7.7 5.3 2 -8 
1963 796 158.8 89.1 116.8 7.7 6.1 25.7 
1964 928 150.7 85.8 115.7 '8.4 6.5 28.3 
1965 1,003 152.6 83.2 111.7 8.9 .6.7 28.5
 
1966 1,124 150.0 78.1 105..9 9.7 7.6 32.1
 
19-67 1,292 147.6 75.9 103.3 10.3 8.1 
 33.0
 
1968 1,507 144.6 72.3 100.0 10.3 8.6 
 38.1
 
1969 1,698 13M.0 67.5 97.1 11.6 9.1 36.6
 
1970 1,908 136.1 65.3 95.3 12.6 9.4 38.2
 
1971 2,104 135.8 63.5 93.1 14.4 9.8 38.0
 
1972 2,38 129.9 59 5 91.6 15.4 10.7 44.2 
1973 2,457 129.6 56.2 91.3 16.3 11.1 43.7 
1974 2,191 128.1 56.2 89.8 16.2 11.4 41.4 
1975 - - 52.6 88.0 16.8 1.4 42.9 

_/ Per capita GNP estimates were developed by deflating current Japanese 
GNP estimates by wholesale price index (base year = 1970) and then 
multiplying the deflated values by the 197.:OXc)' ;ige rate. 
360- US$1.00. 

Japanese per capita consumption estimates were provided by the 
Agricultural Attache, US. Embassy, Tokyo.
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Table 4 

JAPANESE RICE PRICES 

Price Per M/T
 

Japanese GUVERNMNT PRICES 
Whole- PURCHASE SELLING 

Sale Price
Index Current. Constant Current Constant 

Year (1970=100) 
______IS 

Yen Yen .9 
(10000' s)00s(00) 

-
3 

Yen " 
'oo'USO_ 

Yen 3 

1953 88.1 71.2 80.0 224 67.2 76.3 212 
1954 * 87.42 66.7 76.5 213 67.1 76.9 214 
1955 86.3 67.7 78.4 218 67.7 78.4 218 
1956 89.8 67.1 74.7 208 .66.6 74.7 206 
1957 92.5 68.8 74.4- 207 72.6 74.4 218 
1958 86.3 . 68.8 79.1 221 72.6 84.1 234 
1959 87.3 68.9 79.0 219. 72.6 83.3 231 
1)60 88.1 69.4 78.8 219 72.5 82.3 229 
1961 89.0 73.7 82.8 230 72.1 81.0 225 
.1962 87.2 81.1 93.0 258 81.3 93.2 259 
1963 89.0 87.8 98.7 274 80.3 90.2 251 
1964 89.1 99.7 111.9 311 93.9 105.4 293 
1965 89.9 .109.0 121.2 337 101.8 113.2 314 
1966 92.0 119.0 129.3 359 101.1 109.9 305 
1967 93.8 .130.0 138.6 385 116.5 124.2 345 
1968 94.5 137.6 145.6 404 125.8 133.1 370 
1969 96.5 137.6 142.6 396 124.9 129.4 359 
1970 100.0 137.9 237.9 383 124.0 124.0 344 
1971 99.2 142.0 143.0 398 122.9 123.9 34 
1972 100.0 149.2 149.2 414 130.8 130.8 363 
1973 115.9 171.7 .148.1 411 .130.1 112.3 312 
1974 152.Z 226.9 149.1 414 170.9 112.3 312 
1975 2595_ 203.4 

i/ Unlike Korea, all rice grown in Japan Tlows through a goverimnent 
rice purchase and sale program.
 

2/ Current yen was deflated to constant yen by dividing by the
 
wholesale price index.
 

/ Converted to U.S. dollars using the 1970 yen/U.S. dollar 
exchange rate (Y60.0 = U.S.$ 1). 
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Table 5
 

NUMBER OF FARM-HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED
 
BY DEGREE OF FAMJING ENGAGEMENT
 

jart-time FarmsFull-time 

Year Total Farms Total Main'ly Farming Mainly Other Jobs 

(a) Number in thousands 

1955 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1971 
1972 

6,043 
.6,'057 
5,665 
5,342 
5,261 
.5,170 

2,106 
2,078 
1;219 

831 
.798 
743 

3,937. 
3,978 
4,446 
4,510 
4,463• 
4,427 

2i274 
2iO36 
2;081 
1,802 
1567 
1,404 

- 1,663 
1,942 
2,365 
2,709 

'2,896 

3,023 

-. 

(b) Percentage
 

1955 100.0 34.8 65.2 37.7 27.5 
32.01960 100.0 34.3 65.7 33.7 
41.81965 100.0 21.5 78.5 36.7 

1970 100.0 15.6 844. 33.7 50.7 
1971 100.0 15.2 84.8 29.8 55.0 

1972 100.0 14.4 85.6 27.1 58.5 

Table 6
 

NUMBER Of FULL-AND PART-TIME FARM-HOUSEHOWDS 

1,ooo/(%) q 

Total No.of, No.of Total of "which 
Year No..of Full-time Part-time 

Farm-Households Farn.-Households Farm-Households Type I Type II 

1950 6,176 3,086 3,090 1,753 1,337 

(100) ti0.O) (50.0) (28.4) (21.6) 
6,043 2,106 3,937 2,274 1,6631955 
(100) (34-.9) (65.1) (37.6) (27.5) 

1960 6,057 2,078 3,979 2,036 1,942 

(100) (34.3) (65.7) (33.6) (32.1) 
1965 5,.665 1,219 4,446 2,081 2,365
 

(100) (21.5) (78.5) (36.7) (41.8) 
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Table 7 

WORKING POPULATION IN AGRICULTURE BY AGE AND SEX
 

In 	1970
 
Age Group 1960 1965 1970 

Male Female 

16-19 752 4o6 570 318 252 
(5.-4) (3.7) (5.6) (8.0) (4.0) 

20.29 	 2,787 1,398 1,000 345 655
 

303 ,996 -2,470- 795 57),O24)
 

(21.5) (22.4) (17.5) (14.4) (19.5)

40.49 2,466 2,194 2,198 746 1,451
 

(17.7) (19.9) (21.4) (18.8) (23.1)

50.59 2,424 2,099 1,920 675 1,245
 

(17.4) (19.0) (18.7) (17.0) (19.8)
 
60 and over 2,220 2,471 2,770 1,316 1,454
 

(18.0) (22.4) (27.0) (33.1) (23.2)
 
Total 13,933 11,039 10,252 3,973 6,279
 

(100) .(100) (100) (100) (100)
 

Source:. 	The.Interim Report of the Census of Agriculture in 1960. 
1965 and 1970 (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry,
Japan). 

Table 8
 

MAJOR EQUIPMENT GF FARMS 

(1,000)
 

Yar Power Threshners Power Tillers Pr SDravers. Comin 

6 	 
1945 352 8 

16 20 1951 972 
1955 2,038 89 87 

1960' .2,476 746 232 

1965 3,048 2,509 494 

1970' - 3,448 958 45
 
1972 3,529 1,162 117
 

Source: 	Farm Machinery Yearbook, 1967, and data from the and Survey
 
Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Japan. 
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